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Checking a Masterpiece of Colour Science: The Munsell Book of Color 

Simone Liberini1, Pietro Paglierani2, Alessandro Rizzi1 

1MIPS Lab, Dipartimento di Informatica, Università degli Studi di Milano, via Celoria 18, Milano (MI) 
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1.  INTRODUCTION 

Albert Henry Munsell, born in 1858 in Boston, Massachusetts, was an artist and inventor. He studied and 

graduated in a time where art was being revolutionised by radical subversions. He moved from the world 

of academia, whose teachings about colour he found mildly unsatisfying, to Impressionism and then Neo-

Impressionism, witnessing all sort of stances on colour. According to impressionists, colour conception 

is innate, its use an inborn and incommunicable gift. On the contrary, for neo-impressionists, it is an 

exclusively physical phenomenon, to be governed by the exact rules of optics. 

In this state of unrest, Munsell was particularly keen on developing a new colour system. As a trained 

artist, he was well aware of the plethora of pre-existing models, yet he found each of them not completely 

suitable for a variety of reasons. By the second half of the 19th century, older models had begun to be 

replaced by virtue of new scientific discoveries, and the art field itself had been experiencing heated 

debates. Nonetheless, contemporary models retained common misconceptions with which Munsell was 

at odds. For instance, Rood’s model [1], predominantly based on the physical properties of light, lacked 

associations with human colour perception and with the pigment-based artistic crafts. On the opposite, 

Titchener’s system [2] managed to acknowledge a few perceptual phenomena, but a rigorous 

quantification of the latter was at best inconsistent. 

One particular feature, shared by almost every graphical representation of colour systems, appeared to 

especially unsettle Munsell: namely, their perfect symmetry. As he would himself put it, these depictions, 

‘like ancient maps made to satisfy a conqueror, […] amuse by their distortion’ [3]. He then set out to 

eradicate the cause of such misrepresentations by the adoption of measuring instruments, some of which 

of established manufacture, some of which he devised himself. This attitude was that which truly set his 

system apart.  

Munsell never tried to unequivocally define colour. Instead, he sought to build an orderly colour system, 

one having ‘the eye gratified with regular sequences which move by measured steps in each direction’. 

In so doing, he effectively bridged the gap between art and science [4], between the realms, that is, of 

subjective interpretation and of raw, indisputable facts. We conceived this paper with the intent of 

providing insights on the path he threaded to establish his system, and of discussing its tangible effects. 

2. THE BUILDING OF A COLOUR SYSTEM 

The cornerstone upon which Munsell intended to construct his new system was the ability to precisely 

communicate colour. Oral and written languages were, and still are, demonstrably inadequate. 

Conversely, Munsell thought ‘Music [to be] equipped with a system by which it defines each sound in 

terms of its pitch, intensity, and duration, without dragging in loose allusions to the endlessly varying 

sounds of nature’. From this analogy he concluded that ‘So should color be supplied with an appropriate 

system, based on the hue, value, and chroma of our sensations, and not attempting to describe them by 

the indefinite and varying colors of natural objects’. He furthered his own cause by remarking that ‘It 

may sound strange to say that color has three dimensions, but it is easily proved by the fact that each of 

them can be measured’. 



Hue, Value and Chroma are the three measurable dimensions on which Munsell’s system is built. Being 

especially inclined to tailor this system to the education of young children, he conceived a full art course 

to be taught over the span of nine grades. We expand on each of the three dimension in the order devised 

by his proposal, building up to the renowned H V/C colour notation. 

2.1 Hue 

‘Hue is the quality by which we distinguish one color from another, as a red from a yellow, a green, 

a blue, or a purple. […] Science attributes this quality to difference in the length of ether waves impinging 

on the retina’. This statement simultaneously contains two stances on the nature of colour: one related to 

common knowledge, the other to science. Yet, neither manages to define colour. Munsell acknowledged 

them both, while setting them aside in favour of a more practical approach. 

To begin with, he argued that the canonical red-blue-yellow triad of primary hues represented a wrong 

basis on which to build a colour system. He learned from optical studies that red, green and blue 

wavelengths serve as a foundation for the perception of all colours by the human eye, yet this was of 

little avail when pigments were concerned. Based on what colourants were commonly adopted at the 

time, he established five main hues: red (mercury sulphide), yellow (limonite), green (arsenate of 

copper), blue (oxide of cobalt with alumina) and purple (a mixture of cobalt and extracts of the madder 

plant). He then identified five other hues to serve as the respective complementary colours: blue-green 

or ‘peacock blue’ (chromium sesquioxide), purple-blue or ‘violet’ (artificial ultramarine), red-purple or 

‘plum’ (madder), yellow-red or ‘orange’ (sulphide of cadmium) and green-yellow or ‘grass green’.  

Munsell arranged his ten hues in a circular pattern, like the Newton colour circle. The five principal hues 

were to him a ‘chromatic tuning fork’, a colour equator to be set as a foundation for his colour system. 

He pointed out, however, that not all these natural hues were equally as ‘light’ or ‘dark’, nor were they 

homogeneously ‘weak’ or ‘strong’. That they could be tempered by addition of the neutrals zinc white 

and ivory black was a well-known fact. Munsell experimented in order to obtain five hues having these 

two qualities in equal degrees, and did so by having scales by which to measure them.  

2.2 Value 

‘Value is the quality by which we distinguish a light color from a dark one. […] Science describes this 

quality as due to difference in the height or amplitude of ether waves impinging on the retina.’ Yet again, 

we are faced with a twofold definition. Munsell forewent both standpoints, or rather, he took from them 

what was needed to build a measurable scale of appearance. In order to do so, he devised and patented a 

‘cat’s eye’ photometer, an instrument so simple and yet so ingenious as to have met with success at the 

Massachusetts Institute of Technology [3]. 

The photometer allowed Munsell to build an equally spaced scale of lightness, a further dimension to his 

system. It was concocted as an opaque box (Fig. 1), lined on the inside with a light absorbing material, 

like black velvet. The box was split into two equal sections by a longitudinal partition. Two identical slits 

were carved at one end, one per partition, through which light could enter the apparatus. One of the slits 

was provided with a movable shutter connected to a graduated dial, whose manipulation could diminish 

the amount of light in the corresponding half of the instrument. Finally, a further aperture was made that 

allowed simultaneous inspection of the two fields where light would impinge on the rear chambers of the 

device. This way, by placing a grey patch at the end of the ‘fixed’ chamber, and a white patch at the end 



of the ‘variable’ chamber, one could have progressively diminished the amount of light hitting the white 

patch until a visual match was obtained with the grey patch. 

 

 

Fig. 1 – Partial reproduction of the cat’s eye photometer patent by Munsell: main body (left) and rear vision of the shutter (right). 

On a discrete scale ranging from 0—corresponding to pitch black, or absence of light—to the absolute 

pure white of 10, Munsell built a perceptually uniform and regular ‘neutral axis’ of lightness. Each patch 

was quantitatively associated to a numerical fraction of impinging light, as measured by the dial. The 

sequence ‘seem[ed] to diminish […] geometrically’, and was in fact very close to Weber-Fechner’s law. 

This neutral axis, intersecting perpendicularly the colour equator, serves as a backbone to the entire 

structure, and the third and last dimension of the system measures exactly the degree of distance from 

said axis.  

2.3 Chroma 

Finally, ‘Chroma is the quality by which we distinguish a strong color from a weak one. […] Science 

describes chroma as the purity of one wave length separated from all others’. Chroma is perhaps the 

least intuitive of the three dimensions. ‘Strong’ and ‘weak’ are but suggestive allusions, and ‘the purity 

of one wave length separated from all others’ is more strongly reminiscent of colour saturation, rather 

than chroma itself. In other words, chroma is the appearance of colourfulness with respect to a neutral 

grey of equal value.  

In order to reliably measure chroma, Munsell employed Maxwell’s colour wheels. These are circular 

painted cardboard a few centimetres in diameter, fitted on top of a spinning support. By cutting the disks 

along their radius, a few of them can be stacked tightly on the device. Once in motion at a sufficient 

speed, separate colours will appear to the human eye as their mixture, even if no physical blend actually 

occurs. A graduated dial on the outer rim of the support can easily identify the total portion occupied by 

each of the coloured wheels, as a percentage of the whole area of the circle. 

By observing that perfectly balanced complementary colours mix to neutral grey, Munsell built a chroma 

scale one colour pair at a time. For instance, by fitting two disks on the rotary base, one painted red and 

one blue-green, both having middle value and each occupying exactly one half of the support, he noticed 

that the device would spin to a reddish grey. He concluded that those natural pigments had an intrinsically 

disproportionate chroma, so he mixed red with middle grey until perfect balance was achieved upon 



further rotation. To evaluate—at least roughly—the required amount of pigment, he could simply slide 

the blue-green disk over the red one, annotate the ratio of the newly covered areas and again spin the 

disks in search of a perfect middle grey. The new pair of colours obtained was finally set at the same, 

measured distance from the neutral axis. 

By patiently repeating this procedure with all pairs of opposing colours, Munsell finalised the chromatic 

tuning fork, now having at his disposal physical samples of ten base hues, each of them 5 both in value 

and in chroma. Moreover, he firmly established a procedural, repeatable and measurable approach with 

which to build a complete colour solid. 

3. FROM SYSTEM TO SOLID, FROM SOLID TO ATLAS 

The colour equator of hues, the perpendicular axis of values, and the radial distance expressed in chromas 

were naturally suited to combine three-dimensionally into a sphere. ‘When the chromatic tuning fork has 

[…] been obtained, the completion of the globe is only a matter of patience, for the same method can be 

applied at any level in the scale of value, and a new circuit of balanced hues made to conform with its 

position between the poles of white and black.' Because it was generated by means of a very practical 

approach, two aspects need to be considered about this colour solid.  

Firstly, every dimension was precisely discretised and quantified. Surely, units of measurements were 

only ever arbitrary numbers, but they formed a coherent structure based on human perception, not some 

disputable—albeit functional—aesthetic whim. This was the reason ‘We find […] that pigments are very 

unequal in [the] third dimension—chroma—producing mountains and valleys in the color sphere’.  

Secondly, however tautological it might seem, the colour solid was a real, tangible object, not a fanciful 

artistic representation. This fact allowed it to serve as a physical reference to be compared against 

common objects and, only after having been ‘worked out in pigments’, also to be charted. In order, for 

instance, to better ‘display [chroma] inequalities to the eye, we must prepare cross sections or charts of 

the solid […]. Such a set of charts forms an atlas of the color solid, enabling one to see any color in its 

relation to all other colors, and name it by its degree of hue, value, and chroma’. 

3.1 Evolution of the Atlas 

All basic principles by which Munsell’s system was conceived and developed are detailed in the booklet 

‘A Color Notation’ issued in 1905, from which all quotes of the previous sections are extracted. The first 

proper colour atlas was published in 1915 [5], containing a few coloured chips of 10 different hues of 

various values and chroma. Following Munsell’s death in 1918, his son took up his legacy and founded 

joint research projects between the newly-born Munsell Color Company and the National Bureau of 

Standards. These efforts produced a new atlas in 1929, called The Munsell Book of Color, containing 20 

hues for a total of 400 coloured chips.  

That was also the decade during which the Commission Internationale de l’Éclairage was intent upon 

updating the work of the OSA (Optical Society of America) on colorimetric specifications, so it was only 

natural that the two worlds would meet in some capacity. An OSA subcommittee was indeed appointed 

in 1937 with the purpose of reducing the psychological irregularities in the spacing of the samples of the 

1929 Munsell Book of Color, based on the newly available chromaticity colour space. Their work 

culminated in the so-called renotations.   



3.2 The Renotations 

A preliminary report of the subcommittee was made available in 1940 [6]. The intent it expressed was to 

fit all available data, coming from years of experimental observations, into an ‘ideal chromatic body’, 

defined by smooth contours of hue, value and chroma in terms of the CIE 1931 colorimetric coordinate 

system. Problems regarding the smoothness of Munsell results had been circulating since 1919 [7], and 

the data provided by Glenn-Killian in 1935 [8] showed multiple irregularities in the CIE space (Fig. 2a), 

some of which supposedly due to actual errors in the available Munsell samples. 

More than 40 participants were involved in a series of perceptual experiments based on the so-called 

ratio method, an ‘estimation by direct impression of the ratio of supraliminal sense magnitudes or 

intervals’. The method involved relating, by means of a number, a reference colour difference to a sample 

colour difference, with respect to a given parameter which was, in the case of the preliminary report, 

chroma. The task was fairly exacting, especially because chroma was found the most difficult colour 

aspect to tackle. A few sources of error were pointed out by a subset of participants themselves, among 

which the fact that an untrained observer would likely tend to perceive more chromatic samples lighter 

relative to achromatic ones; and that ‘a first step extending from zero saturation appeared as a qualitative 

step and so tended to give the impression of an infinite quantitative step. The second step was, on the 

other hand, a definitely limited quantitative step’.       

Nonetheless, the averaged estimates were found to be in generally close accordance with the pre-existing 

Munsell notations. On constant value planes, concentric curves were manually drawn on CIE diagrams 

that represented loci of equal chroma. These turned out to be ellipsoids (Fig. 2b), having the major axis 

broadly coinciding with the Y to PB hue planes, and visible broadening of the contours in the GY to R 

quadrant. This manifest deviation from an expected circular shape first raised, or at any rate corroborated, 

realisations about perceptual inequality of the CIE chromaticity diagram.  

 

Fig. 2 – (a) unsmoothed Glenn-Killian measurements samples valued 5;  
(b) iso-chroma contours at value 5 in the CIE chromaticity diagram after fitting and smoothing of experimental data [10] 

(radial lines represent hue planes intersected at the given value, as determined by a value-to-Y conversion formula) 

The final report of the subcommittee, issued in 1943 [9], provided conclusive insight on the matter. It 

defined smooth curves of constant chroma and radial hue lines for value planes 1/ to 9/; it extrapolated 

chroma loci beyond the available Munsell samples almost up to MacAdam’s limits; and it adjusted value 

scaling with respect to Y with a new formula. In so doing, it provided table and charts to be used ‘in 

determining the Munsell renotation of a given color sample when the [CIE] specification is known, or 



for determining the [CIE] specification when the Munsell notation is given’, both for known and 

unknown samples, in the latter case by means of (linear) interpolation. 

The results were far from being perfect, as was explicitly recognised by the authors themselves. Ovoids 

of chroma are quite forced in the purple-blue region, where, were they to better fit results from visual 

experiments, concavities would actually need to be introduced. Moreover, the effort to smooth hue planes 

into perfectly straight lines appeared way too coarse an approximation, so authors resolved to tentative 

curvatures. Although renotations aimed both at perceptual uniformity and practicability, the latter aspect 

was, in the end, the one mostly favoured. Further refinements (the so-called ‘re-renotations’ [10]) were 

added in the decade spanning the years 1955 to 1967, none of which seem to have had an impact as 

crucial as that of 1943’s. These remain indeed the bedrock for all subsequent studies and applications 

based on The Munsell Book of Color, whose pigments are nowadays defined accordingly [5].        

4. THE MODERN BOOK 

The atlas has been constantly evolving since 1943. In 1950, the number of hues was finalised to 40; in 

1958, the glossy version was introduced to be employed as a reference for comparisons with paints and 

plastic materials; and finally, in 1990, a set of nearly neutral colours was added whose chroma equals 1. 

Modern days Books (Fig. 3) have in excess of a thousand coloured chips, and their employment is 

officially recognised by worldwide societies such as the American National Standard Institute [5].   

    

Fig. 3 - Example of a modern Book (each page contains all available values and chromas of a given hue), and a detail of the coloured chips. 

4.1  Advantages and shortcomings   

The success of the Book is indubitably due to its practical nature. In order to measure or evaluate the 

colour of objects, coloured chips offer an immediate term of comparison. Of course, spectrophotometers 

may also be used, but there exist a wide number of applications where spectral measurements might 

present intrinsic error sources. Soil samples, rocks and fossils, and human hair [11] are a few examples 

of objects which are either too unwieldy to measure through such instruments, even when hand-held, or 

which have unfavourable optical properties. On the contrary, Munsell chips offer a readily available tool, 

with a level of detail sufficient to reliably carry out colour matching. Moreover, the way the atlas is built 

is innately conducive to human perception of colours. On a practical standpoint, its use is immediate and 

natural, its results easily interpretable. 

At the same time, being a physical object entails a few issues. Firstly, the number of coloured samples is 

limited by the availability of stable pigments. As it was originally devised by Munsell, the system lends 

itself to represent colours extending up to MacAdam’s limits. On a purely theoretical basis and according 

to the 1943 renotations, chroma in the purple region can reach as high as 30. No real dyes exist to date 

that can top this figure, with commonly available Books halting at chroma 14 or 16 (more for glossy 

atlases, however). Secondly, as is the case with mundane objects, chips are susceptible to deterioration, 

both chromatic and mechanical. In order the evaluate pigment stability, colorimetric correctness, 

adherence to the renotations and variability among Book specimens, we carried out spectrophotometric 

measurements on Munsell chips. 



4.1 Spectrophotometric measurements 

Measurements were acquired with a Konica Minolta CM-2600d on seven different specimens of the 

Book, matte edition, issued in different years. Results are reported for all chips valued 5, and only for 

chroma levels common to all Books. Coloured ellipsoids (Fig. 4a) represent standard deviations along 

the x and y coordinates1. These appear to expand from the inner loops at low chroma to the outer ovoids 

of chroma 10 and greater. The ratio between their two axis also seems to relate to the general direction 

of constant-hue loci, so that a marked flatness accompanies samples lying along lines parallel to the main 

axis, whereas rounder shapes are found for chips nearer to bisectors. Variances look overall greater for 

warmer colours than they are for colder ones, but so is the general distance between iso-chroma loci, as 

already mentioned in 3.2. This pattern also manifests when measured coordinates are plotted against 

renotations (not shown). Instrumental mean values tend to contract towards the white point, especially at 

higher chromas and for warmer colours. Again, the direction of displacement is that of the iso-hue loci.  

A second batch of calculations could provide a better understanding of this phenomenon. ΔEs were 

computed between Lab coordinates of every chip (having set an illuminant C, as did the renotations) 

among all possible pairs of the seven available atlases2. Mean ΔEs are plotted as bubbles in Figure 4b: 

the greater and redder the bubble, the higher the mean ΔE associated with the chip, whose position is still 

visualised in the xy space for better comparison with Fig. 3a. Results would seem to confirm that a greater 

variation among atlases exists for highly chromatic and warmer chips, irrespective of the intrinsic spatial 

structure of chroma loci. For instance, the minimum mean ΔE is 1.7878 for chip 7.5P 5/2 (a low-chroma 

purple), while the maximum is 6.8424 for chip 5YR 5/8 (a moderately chromatic orange).  

A further comparison between mean measured Lab values and computed Lab renotations is shown in 

Fig. 4c. Overall, the same observations apply. The result is analysed in finer detail by showing the 

absolute value of the differences between L* (Fig. 5a), a* (Fig. 5b) and b* (Fig 5c). These are fairly 

constant for L* (minimum 1.0024, maximum 3.1881). Absolute differences between a* increase with 

chromas roughly along the magenta-green axis (minimum 0.0111, maximum 4.0934); conversely, those 

between b* increase together with chromas following the purple-yellow axis (minimum 0.0098, 

maximum 6.8855). The effect is more pronounced for b*, but this is likely due to larger uncertainties for 

warm colours inherent in the atlases. To sum up, higher chromatic chips along the direction of their main 

hue are those progressively further apart from the renotations, i.e. the corresponding ideal colours.  

       
Fig. 4 – (a) black dots are the mean coordinates across all atlases, and coloured ellipsoids represents standard deviation along the two dimensions; 

 (b) mean ΔEs between chips for every possible combination of atlases and (c) between mean measured values and Lab coordinates of renotations data. 

                                                           
1 Mean Y is 21.35 among all chips, and its variance is 0.25. Renotations have this value at a fixed 19.77 for all chips.     
2 2-combination of the set of 7 atlases, equalling a total of 21 ΔEs per Munsell chip. 



       

Fig. 5 – Absolute differences between mean measured values and Lab coordinates of renotations data; (a) L*; (b) a*; and (c) b*. 

 

5. CONCLUSION 

In 1905, artist and teacher Albert Henry Munsell devised an innovative colour system founded on three 

main tenets: to be perceptually uniform with respect to easily understandable colour properties; to have 

all these properties set in measurable degrees; and to serve as an educational apparatus, especially for 

young artists. Being based on practical experiments, the system bore fruit in the form of a physical atlas, 

which crossed this last century and—by virtue of constant improvements—became The Munsell Book 

of Color as we now know it. 

The Book is today a well-established tool, officially recognised as an instrument for colour matching that 

is both immediate and effective. Despite a few setbacks such as lack of pigment availability for highly 

chromatic colour and the inevitable discoloration of chips—the ones warmer and highly chromatic more 

than those colder and nearer to the neutral axis, it would seem—the Book remains one of the more 

prominent support for appearance-based tasks and studies, a masterpiece of colour science. 
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1. Introduction 

It is well-known that specifying, matching and communicating colors in an objective way can be a 

difficult and time consuming task, even for experienced practitioners endowed with sophisticated 

equipment. On the other hand, however, this somewhat unpleasant fact can help shedding some light 

on the long-lasting success, among color practitioners, of the Munsell Color System (MCS) and its 

companion, the Munsell Book of Colors (MBC), since their introduction at the beginning of the 20th 

century [1],  [2]. In fact, using the MCS, one can straightforwardly match, specify or communicate 

object colors, by direct visual comparison to a set of reference samples collected in the MBC [2]. The 

Munsell Color Company offers different commercial editions of the MBC with removable color 

sample chips, different finishes (matt or gloss), and different sample numbers and sample sizes.  

In the MBC, the color chips span 40 hues at steps of 2.5, with integer value from 1 to 9, and chroma 

increasing at multiples of two, from two towards the Mac Adam limit, i.e. the maximum Chroma 

theoretically achievable by any object-color of given Hue and Value. When using the MCS, a 

practical need is the transformation of the obtained Munsell specifications into coordinates of other 

color spaces, most often of the CIE 1931 color notation. To relate the MCS to the CIE 1931 system, 

in 1943 a specific subcommittee of the Optical Society of America (OSA) published the Munsell 

Renotation Data (MRD), i.e. a dataset which provides, for each MBC color sample, its corresponding 

CIE 1931 Yxy coordinates [1]. The MRD contain 2734 reference samples, including colors that 

achieve the Mac Adam limit and that are not physically reproducible; such colors are therefore not 

included in the MBC. On the other hand, certain editions of the MBC contain intermediate color 

samples, of integer value and multiple-of-two chroma, and of intermediate Hue values. Such 

intermediate samples are not included in the MRD; hence, their Yxy coordinates are not a-priori 

known. 

The ASTM standard D1535, “Standard Practice for Specifying Color by the Munsell System” 

includes the main results achieved by OSA [2]. This standard provides graphical maps of the MRD, 

which were initially presented in [1], and gives some guidelines to obtain Munsell color notations 

from their corresponding CIE 1931 Yxy coordinates, and viceversa. The suggested procedure for 

Munsell data interpolation is based on graphical maps [1]. Though, a simple recipe to perform this 

graphical interpolation, to the best of the authors’ knowledge, is not available yet. Moreover, such 

procedure can be highly time consuming. Hence, computer based algorithms that can rapidly carry 

out such task on large amount of color data have been developed [3]-[8]. 

One aspect that still remains uncovered, however, is the problem of assessing the uncertainty of the 

interpolated Munsell data, and the performance comparison of different algorithms, due to the lack 

of adequately characterized reference samples (with known Munsell notations and Yxy coordinates) 

[4]. To fill these gaps, this paper analyzes a set of MBC intermediate color chips, included in some 

commercial MBC editions. Using such samples, we present a simple graphical procedure based on 

common drawing tools, for the interpolation of Munsell data, as suggested (but not described) in [2]. 

The obtained interpolated data are then used to compare the performance of two different digital 

interpolation techniques, i.e. the Spline and the Munsell Kubelka Toolbox (MKT) interpolation 

algorithms [4][9][10]. Instrumental measurements of the intermediate sample CIE 1931 coordinates 

are also presented and discussed. Such measurements have been performed by using a specific device 

by Konica Minolta, the CM-2006d spectrophotomer. 
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2. The Munsell Color System 

A Munsell specification is a combination of letters and numbers, written in the form pHV/C, which 

defines the color of an opaque object with respect to Munsell hue pH, Munsell value V, and Munsell 

chroma C [2]. In this notation, p is a real number in (0,10] and H a letter in 

{R,YR,Y,GY,G,BG,B,PB,P,RP}.The value V is a real number in [0,10], with 0 corresponding to 

ideal black and 10 to ideal white, while the chroma C is real and non-negative. Examples of Munsell 

notations are 5R5/12, 8.75G3.8/2, or 6PB3/5.5. It is often convenient to use the all-number notation, 

in which the hue is a real number in (0,100] (numeric ASTM notation, [2]), or in (0,10] (as in the 

Matlab MKT library [10]).  

The  MRD are a collection of 2473 Munsell specifications, whose corresponding CIE Yxy coordinates 

(relative to Illuminant C) are given,  with negligible uncertainty, in [1][2], and available in digital 

format at [11]. Fig.1 shows the subset of MRD points with Munsell Value equal to 5, on the CIE xy 

plane. One can see the manually drawn curves that represent the constant-chroma and constant-hue 

loci of the MRD [1], with the MRD points lying at the intersections between ovoids and radial curves. 

The MRD and the MRD maps are the basic elements used by Munsell interpolation procedures, be 

they graphical or computer based. However, before analyzing the different types of interpolating 

procedures, we first need to formally define the Munsell data interpolation problem. 

 

3. Munsell Data Interpolation 

The Munsell interpolation problem can be stated as follows:”given a Munsell specification with Hue 

pH, Value V and Chroma C, find the corresponding CIE Yxy coordinates: 

 

              Y = f1(pH,V,C)       

        x = f2(pH,V,C)         (1)  

              y = f3(pH,V,C)   

as a function of pH, V, C”. If the Munsell specification belongs to the MRD, interpolation can be 

carried out as an exhaustive search in the MRD database. Conversely, when the Munsell specification 

does not belong to the MRD, it is necessary to rely on (1) to find the CIE coordinates. To the best of 

the authors’ knowledge, only tri-dimensional search and interpolate techniques are at present in use 

to obtain the CIE coordinates xy. Conversely, the Y = f1(pH,V,C) coordinate, expressed in (1) as a 

function of pH,V,C, depends only on the V; hence,  Y = f1(V). An expression to evaluate Y from V 

can be found in [2], (Eq.2). 

3.1 The graphical interpolation technique 

In graphical interpolation, the first step consists in determining the map (given by the integer Value) 

and the ovoid (determined by the multiple of two Chroma) on which the Munsell specification lies. 

Then, one must find the arc containing the Munsell specification, delimited by the two adjacent MRD 

colors. For the sake of clarity, in the following we will consider the problem of converting to CIE 

1931 xy coordinates the Munsell specification 8.75R5/12, which is an intermediate color sample 

available in some editions of the MBC. 

 

  



 

Fig.1 Munsell Renotation Data with Munsell Value equal to 5, and manually drawn constant-hue and constant-chroma loci (from [2], Fig.7) 

 

The MRD specifications adjacent to 8.75R5/12 are 7.5R5/12 and 10R5/12, as can be seen in the 

zoomed map shown in fig.2. Once the position of 8.75R5/12 on the arc is known, the corresponding 

xy coordinates can be obtained on a paper print of the map, or digitally, even using very common 

tools such as PowerPoint of LibreOffice Impress. The searched xy values are the coordinates of the 

8.75R5/12 point on the x and y axis of the map. However, determining the accurate position of such 

a point on the arc is less trivial. To this end, we will assume a linear relationship between arc lengths 

and numeric hues. Since the hue of 8.75R5/12 is intermediate between 7.5R and 10R, such 

specification must lie on the point that divides in two equal parts the arc between 7.5R and 10R. In 

general, if Hx is the hue of the specification to convert, H1 and H2 the adjacent hues (H2 > H1), and L 

the length of the arc between H1  and H2, the semi-arc length Lx from H1 to Hx can be evaluated as: 

𝐿𝑥 =
𝐻𝑥−𝐻1

𝐻2−𝐻1
 L      (2) 

When using (2), the knowledge of the overall arc length L is required. Such a value can be obtained 

by approximating the arc as a sequence of linear segments of fixed length Lu. Fig.2 shows an example 

of arc approximation with a sequence of juxtaposed linear segments (in red and blue). The final 

segment (in green) has a shorter length with respect to Lu, to adjust the sequence of approximating 

segments to the arc.    

3.2 Liner/radial digital interpolation  

The MKT algorithm mimics the graphical procedure described in the previous paragraph by digital 

means, using  the two MRD samples, p1H1V/C and p2H2V/C, adjacent to pHxV/C, and their  

coordinates (x1,y1) and (x2,y2).  

To decide if linear or radial interpolation should be applied, a lookup table is used, (see [3], Table I, 

page 8). If linear interpolation applies, the algorithm transforms the hues into real number in the range 

(0,10] [10]. The searched coordinates are calculated as: 



(𝑥, 𝑦) =
𝐻2−𝐻𝑥

𝐻2−𝐻1
(𝑥1, 𝑦1) +

𝐻𝑥−𝐻1

𝐻2−𝐻1
(𝑥2, 𝑦2)     (3) 

For radial interpolation, the xy coordinates (x1,y1) and (x2,y2) of p1H1V/C and p2H2V/C must be first 

transformed into polar coordinates (θ1,ρ1)  and (θ2,ρ2), with respect to the Illuminant C neutral point.  

Moreover, MKT transforms hues in angles, through the MunsellHueToChromDiagHueAngle 

function, which returns a Temporary Hue Angle TH. The polar coordinates of pHxV/C are obtained 

as: 

(𝜃, 𝜌) =
𝑇𝐻2−𝑇𝐻𝑥

𝑇𝐻2−𝑇𝐻1
(𝜃1, 𝜌1) +

𝑇𝐻𝑥−𝑇𝐻1

𝑇𝐻2−𝑇𝐻1
(𝜃2, 𝜌2),   (4) 

then transformed in xy coordinates. 

 

 
Fig.2 Graphical interpolation of the Munsell specification 8.75R5/12. In red, the position of the physical chip xy coordinate measurements obtained 

with the spectrophotometer (PM); in blue the coordinates obtained by graphical interpolation (PC). The sequence of segments of constant length Lu 
approximating the arc is shown in red and blue, with the last segment having fractional length with respect to Lu represented in green.  

  

3.3 Spline interpolation 

The basic idea behind the spline interpolation algorithm is to express the (x,y) coordinates of a given 

ovoid, identified by constant integer Value V and  multiple-of-two Chroma C, in parametric form as: 

 𝑥 = 𝑔1(𝐻),  𝑦 = 𝑔2(𝐻)      (5) 

To evaluate the xy coordinates, we substitute in (5) the unknown functions 𝑔1, 𝑔2 with their 

approximations �̂�1, �̂�2, obtained by applying spline interpolation  to the subset of MRD lying on the 

found ovoid [4][12].To this end, one must collect the xy coordinates (xi,yi) and numeric Munsell Hues 

Hi of the MRD lying on identified ovoid in the vectors x=[x1,…xN]T, y=[y1,…yN], and  H=[H1,…HN]. 

The desired xy coordinates are: 

𝑥 = �̂�1(𝐻), 𝑦 = �̂�2(𝐻)      (6) 

where: 

�̂�1 = 𝑠𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒(𝑯, 𝒙), �̂�2 = 𝑠𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒(𝑯, 𝒚);     (7) 



𝑞 = 𝑠𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒(𝒕, 𝒛) represents the cubic spline interpolant polynomial q of the data values z, at data sites 

t. Since the ovoids are closed curves, it is necessary to extend and wrap the vectors x, y and H, 

repeating the initial and final values as described in [4]. The interpolation procedure is finally 

performed by (6)-(7), with the extended vectors x’, y’ and H’ taking the place of x, y and H. 

4 Numerical results 

To analyze the performance of the two considered digital interpolation techniques, a set of 

intermediate color chips were used. Such sequence of Munsell specifications is reported in the first 

column of Table I; for the sake of simplicity, they all have value equal to 5 and chroma equal to 12. 

Tab. 1 - Simulation and Experimental Data 

 

Munsell Spec 

 

 Graphical 

interpolation 

(x,y) 

 

MKT 

interpolation 

(x,y) 

 

 Spline 

Interpolation  

(x,y) 

 

Spectral 

Measurements 

(x,y) 

8.75R/12 0.5409, 0.3516 0.5384, 0.3519  0.5395, 0.3520 0.5393, 0.3537 

1.25YR/12 0.5442, 0.3613 0.5485, 0.3784 0.5502, 0.3789 0.5467, 0.3786 

3.75YR/12 0.5464, 0.4027 0.5455,0.4025 0.5454, 0.4025 0.5487, 0.4021 

1.25G/12 0.2694, 0.5421 0.2616, 0.5431 0.2650, 0.5431 0.2644, 0.5360 

3.75PB/12 0.1875, 0.1852 0.1856, 0.1875 0.1847, 0.1874 0.1849, 0.1899 

6.25PB/12 0.2016, 0.1837 0.2039, 0.1839 0.2029, 0.1840 0.2082, 0.1933 

3.75RP/12 0.3829, 0.2422 0.3831, 0.2424 0.3829, 0.2424 0.3817, 0.2399 

6.25RP/12 0.4166, 0.2600 0.4172, 0.2602 0.4163, 0.2599 0.4202, 0.2607 

 

For each Munsell specification, the corresponding CIE xy coordinates were obtained by applying the 

graphical procedure described in Section 3.1. The results are shown in the second column of Table I, 

while the third and fourth columns report the corresponding interpolated values provided by the MKT 

and the Spline algorithms, respectively. Finally, the fifth column contains the results of the 

measurements performed on the physical chips of the MBC, obtained by using the Konica-Minolta 

spectrophotometer CM-2600d.  

Preliminary tests showed a high repeatability of the CIE coordinate measurements. For this reason, 

the measurements were repeated four times for each physical chip. Thus, the fifth column in Table I 

shows the average measured coordinates. The standard deviations obtained from all the performed 

measurements resulted very similar for the x and y coordinates, equal to σx = σy = σ = 0.001. 

From Tab. 1, it was possible to evaluate the geometric distance between the CIE coordinates provided 

by the different interpolation or measurement techniques. The final results are reported in Tab. 2. As 

one can immediately see, the maximum geometric distance occurs between graphical interpolation 

data and instrumental measurements. Conversely, the distance between the digital algorithm data 

achieve the minimum distance. Also, the distance of MKT and Spline data with respect to the 

graphical procedure data and the measurements are very close. Finally, one can observe that, quite 



surprisingly, the digital interpolation techniques, though based on the MRD, provide data closer to 

the spectral measurements than to the grapahical interpolation results.  

Tab.2 - Interpolation technique comparison via geometric distance 

 

 

 

 Graphical 

interpolation 

 

 

MKT 

interpolation 

 

 

 Spline 

Interpolation  

 

 

Spectral 

Measurements 

 

Graphical 

interpolation 

 

 

x 

 

0.0070  

 

0.0069 

 

0.0084 

 

MKT 

interpolation 

 

 

0.0070 

 

x 

 

0.0015 

 

0.0051 

 

Spline 

Interpolation 

 

 

0.0069 

 

0.0015 

 

x 

 

0.0053 

 

Spectral 

Measurements 

 

 

0.0084 

 

0.0051 

 

0.0053 

 

x 

 

 

5. Conclusions 

This paper has presented a graphical technique to perform graphically Munsell data interpolation (i.e. 

the conversion from a Munsell specification to the corresponding CIE 1931 coordinates). The 

procedure has been described through a practical interpolation example. The proposed technique has 

been applied to a set of intermediate color samples, which are physically available in some editions 

of the Munsell Color Book, but whose CIE coordinates are not known. Moreover, instrumental 

measurements of the CIE coordinates have been performed on the intermediate chips using a Konica 

Minolta CM-2600d spectrophotometer. The obtained data have been analyzed and discussed. The 

interpolation results provided by the two digital interpolation techniques result quite close. The 

maximum geometric distance is observed between graphical interpolation data and instrumental 

measurements. The result of the digital algorithms are closer to the instrumental measurements than 

to the graphical interpolation results. 
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1. Introduction 

All the disciplines connected to restoration have always shown a deep need to achieve a wide 

understanding of the object of interest, in order to develop a greater awareness of the actions needed 

and to perform in the full respect of its features. This knowledge can only be accomplished through 

the study of its artistic and conservative history, the techniques and the materials used for its 

realization. At this cognitive stage, an important role is played by the adaptation in images, texts and 

graphics of all the information obtained on the artwork. Diagnostic investigation and graphic design 

are the main tools the restorative operator uses to turn this dialogue into a process of representation 

where the design acts like a precise language responsible for synthesizing and plainly describing all 

the information. Several factors contribute to the design’s realization, involving theoretical and 

methodological, based on regulations issued by Central Institute for Cataloguing and Documentation 

[1]. This is the main national authority in Italy for the documentation of restoration activities. On the 

basis of these regulations, all restoration interventions must be preceded and accompanied by 

documentation to create a “medical record”, so to speak, of the artwork, within which all the 

collected data are transcribed and archived in different forms, in modalities standardized and 

geometrically correct [2][3].   

Our methodology starts from multispectral imaging coupled with segmentation algorithms for the 

automatic extraction of regions of interest (ROI) from raster images. Thanks to their different optical 

behavior, we can isolate different areas of the painting that are attributable to its executive and 

restoration history. These areas, each corresponding to specific information, are then used for the 

representation and description of the edge and the area of the regions, producing outputs with vector 

attributes derived from the raster images.  

 
 

2. Case study 

The methodology described above has been applied on a canvas depicting queen Cleopatra, attributed 

to Donato Creti (Fig 1). This artwork was presented to a private family by Pope Leo XII on 27 August 

1827. The last restoring intervention executed on the artwork is from 2019, during which the restorers 

have discovered several pictorial remakes, some executed by the artist himself and others executed 

after his death by unknown artists or restorers. Donato Creti used to repaint the subjects; his 

contemporary painter an art historian Giampietro Zanotti says that -"for his profession, he always 

studies, he sighs, he is anxious about the desire he has of perfection, and of glory, and he never tires 

of finishing and finishing his work"[4]. The pictorial afterthoughts by Donato Creti, discovered during 

the restoration, concern the profile, the eye and the hands of Cleopatra (Fig.2). In addition, the painted 

canvas presents several interventions of ancient restorations such as grouting (gaps with stucco) and 

repainting especially apparent in the neck and shoulder (Fig.3). 
 



   
 

Fig.1 - Cleopatra by Donato Creti (Cremona 1671, Bologna 1749), oil on canvas, 100×77 cm. Standard RGB; after the restoration was completed, 

image capture by Annamaria Amura. 
 

    
                                 (a)                                                   (b)                                                       (c) 

Fig.2 - Cleopatra by Donato Creti; image captured during the restoration. (a) Removal of ancient varnish; (b)(c) Pictorial 

afterthoughts of the artist in profile and left hand. 

 

     
                              (a)                                                      (b)                                                       (c) 

Fig.3 - Cleopatra by Donato Creti, image captured during the restoration. (a), (b) Gaps covered by white stucco in 2019 and the 

original combing hair; (c) Old gaps from previous restorations and repaintings not performed by the original artist. 



3. Methodology 

The regions of interest (ROI) to be separated on the artwork surface can be classified into three 

categories: pictorial afterthoughts of the artist, previous restoration work, restoration work in 2019. 

The purpose of our methodology is to highlight and separate the different regions through image 

analysis. The input image dataset has been captured in different modalities: under visible light 

illumination, with two Nitraphot 500W diffuse-light projectors and a Macbeth Color Checker used 

as the reference, an RGB image was captured by a Nikon D800 camera. An infrared image (IR) at 

1050 nm (Fig.1b), with a high dynamic range (16 bits), has been realized through a multispectral 

system based on Morovian G2-8300 (CCD KAF 8300 18.1 × 13.7 mm pixels 5,4 × 5,4 μm). The 

sensor is cooled to reduce the electronic noise during acquisition. The spectral resolution is obtained 

through interferential filters with ± 25 nm passbands around the central wavelengths 450, 500, 550, 

600 and 650 nm in the visible range and 850, 950, 1050 nm in the near infrared.  

 

 
Fig.4 Cleopatra by Donato Creti. A representative set of multispectral image capture by Vincenzo Palleschi 



3.1. Image analysis through blind source separation 
A painting can be seen as the combination of M different spectral components, namely the pigments 

or materials used to produce the colors. The hyperspectral data cube is thus a set of images where 

each channel shows the combination of the emissivities at a given wavelength, out of N, of all the 

different spectral components of the painting. The simplest model for such a combination is the linear, 

instantaneous one [5]:  
 
x(t)=As(t), t=1,2...L (1) 
 
where t is a pixel index and L is the number of pixels in the input image, x is an N-vector representing 

the spectral samples captured at each pixel, sis an M-vector quantifying the presence of the different 

components at each pixel, and Ais an NM mixing matrix whose coefficient ai,j represents the 

emissivity of component j at wavelength i. Ideally, in the scenario depicted by model (1), if we are 

able to extract vector s from the observed vector x, we would have estimated the M individual 

component maps. Since we assume that each of our regions of interest is characterized by an 

approximately homogeneous spectral appearance, that is, it includes a limited subset of all the 

components of the painting, the M estimated component maps could thus be inspected visually to 

locate the regions of interest. 
Normally, we know neither M, namely, the total number of components in the image, nor A, namely, 

the emissivity spectra of all the components. The techniques used to estimate s are called of blind 

source separation (BSS [6]) since they solve the linear system (1) with no knowledge of matrix A. Of 

course, this missing knowledge must be replaced by some additional assumption. The Independent 

Component Analysis (ICA [5]) principle states that, if A is a tall, full-rank matrix and the single 

components are statistically independent and non-gaussian, a copy of vector s can be computed. Other 

approaches, such as Principal Component Analysis (PCA) and symmetric whitening [7, 8] can be 

shown in some cases to produce equally useful results, by assuming uncorrelation of the components.  
Thus, if the number of actual spectrally distinguishable regions in the image is not larger than N we 

can solve the BSS problem from (1) through an ICA technique. If the actual components are more 

than N, some of the ICA outputs will still contain mixtures of different components, thus possibly 

preventing us from recognizing our regions of interest. Especially when working with paintings 

showing many color components and restoration interventions, the latter is a very likely situation. In 

these cases, an often effective solution is to assume exactly N components, treat the data set by 

different strategies, and then inspect visually the output maps and select the ones that better highlight 

our regions of interest. Human judgement is inescapable in this situation. The final advantage is that 

the selected maps reproduce accurately the sought-after regions, thus helping an automatic procedure 

to extract them from the image domain. 
In our case study, we assume the nine channels in Fig. 4 as our input data, and apply all the three 

processing strategies mentioned above assuming N components, thus obtaining 27 output images 

from which we try to locate three regions of interest, namely, the painter’s afterthoughts, the 

interventions by the ancient restorer and the 2019 restoration. Figure 5 reports the three output maps 

chosen, all resulting from the application of an ICA algorithm called FastICA [9], from which the 

three regions of interest can easily be segmented by any existing algorithm.  

 

3.2. Self-organizing map segmentation 

The Kohonen self-organizing map [10] is a particular kind of neural network based on competitive 

training algorithms [11]. The advantage of SOM when compared to other neural networks is the 

capability to preserve the topology of input samples [12]. Adjacent vectors in Rn are mapped to 

adjacent cells in the array, and adjacent cells in the array have similar position vectors in Rn [13]. 

SOM neural networks have long been used for the segmentation of different types of images due to 

their characteristics [14]. In this work, the SOM neural network has been applied to images obtained 

through a statistical preprocessing using Independent Component Analysis (ICA), Symmetric 

Whitening (SW) and Principal Component Analysis (PCA). 



OUTPUT FASTICA DETAIL CATEGORIES 

Channel 1 

 

Channel 1 

 

 

Restoration work in 2019 

This image segments in 

black the pictorial 

reintegration intervention 

performed by the restorer 

in 201 especially in the 

face and shoulder. 

 

 

Channel 3 

 

Channel 3 

 

 

Old restoration works       

This image segments in 

black the old pictorial 

reintegration in particular 

visible on the profile of 

the forehead of the nose 

and neck, on the hand and 

in the red tunic. 

Moreover, the gaps are 
also put in evidence in 
black. 

 

 
Channel 4 

 

Channel 4 

 

 

Old restoration work 

and restoration work in 

2019. This image 

contains a lot of 

information regarding 

the different restoration 

interventions and the 

gray levels represent the 

thickness of the color 

used. Black represents a 

dense layer of color; 

gray represents a lighter 

layer of color. 
 

 

Fig.5 Processed images chosen to identify the regions of interest. FastICA. 
 

The intention is to test if we can obtain a sensible improvement in pattern recognition segmenting the 

ICA, SW and PCA results: taking the outputs of statistical treatments and using them as input from 

the SOM network, we should get as many outputs to which spatial coherence is returned. In the worst 

case we would have outputs equal to the inputs, in the best case we would have some outputs in which 

statistically segmented zones in different outputs are reassembled because pertinent to something that 



has the same optical behavior and topographical coherence. We had to carefully reconsider each of 

the output images to identify the ROIs. A useful secondary effect of the application of SOM is the 

binary masks obtained directly as outputs of the algorithm. These masks can be easily transformed 

into vectors. 

 
INPUT FASTICA – OUTPUTS SOM 

Channel 1 Channel 8                                     

These two binary masks 

classify the different restoration 

interventions and the different 

types of white pigment 

mixtures. 

 

Fig.6 An example of binary mask images output of the SOM. 

 
4. Results: features extraction, vectorization and final graphic documentation 
After having visually analyzed all the outputs, the restorer interprets and transcribe the information 

into vector documents, called Thematics Maps, that are the main tool for communication and 

synthesis of the data collected, and are structured in systems including categories and subcategories. 

The Thematic Maps are formed by two graphically distinct models using different textures and colors 

and associated with a legend - 1. Artwork Model is the graphic representation of the shape of the 

artwork and its figurative symbology. 2. Information Model is the graphically describes the 

information regarding historical conservative data identified by spatially and dividing them into 

categories and classes [3]. It is worth observing that currently the graphic transcription of the data is 

performed manually by the restorer. The accuracy of each graphic relief is this different from any 

other. Moreover, the edges of the regions of interest are often very complex to be transcribed. 

Restorers often rely on architects for the architectural graphic relief or use commercial software 

without a standard methodology for other artworks. The extreme precision of this transcribed is a 

feature made possible by the automatic methodology we propose here. indeed, in our case, we have 

manually created only the design of the Artwork Model helping ourselves, when possible, with the 

raster to vector conversion of the SOM outputs, which in some cases delineated the edges of the figure 

with precision. Two Artwork Models have been created - the first represents the image in visual range 

RGB (Fig.7 a), the second is based on the multispectral image at 1050 nm (Fig.7 b). Through the 

overlap of these two drawings, it is possible to see the difference between the first version and the 

final version with the pictorial afterthoughts execute of the artist (Fig.7 c). Instead, the Information 

Model (Fig. 8) was created exclusively with semi-automatic procedures, with an automatic raster to 

vector conversion of the selected pixels of interest. Three outputs of FastICA (Channels 1, 3 and 4) 

were used to extract the edges and areas of the regions of interest. The extraction can be performed 

in two different modalities - through a thresholding process and through a process of selected the 

value of the pixel of interest (through slicing algorithm) [15], both present in many commercial tools. 

Each channel was processed individually through different threshold values obtaining various binary 

masks. The enhancement step is important here because the images output FastICA contain different 

regions of background that may cause confusion. To eliminate excessive noise and keep the edges 



clean, a morphological filtering algorithm has been applied to pixel selection [16]. Subsequently, 

have been created two vector documents through raster to vector conversion.  

 

   
                                  (a)                                                                  (b)                                                                    (c) 

Fig.7- Two Artwork Models (a) image in visual range RGB, final version of the figure, (b) First version of the figure visible in 

multispectral image at 1050 nm. (c) Overlap of two drawings, difference between the first version and the final version with the 

pictorial afterthoughts execute of the artist. 

 

  
                                                    (a)                                                                                                   (b) 

Fig. 8. Two vector documents-Thematic Maps obtained from the automatic extraction of the regions of interest from the ICA raster 

outputs. For each information a specific color is assigned. 



 

5. Conclusion 

The present work shows the first test to develop an integrated methodology that takes into account 

new technologies to support graphical documentation in the field of Cultural Heritage. Algorithms of 

image segmentation and neural networks have never been used in the field of graphic documentation, 

it is important to specify that the final result depends on the type of the opera and the quality of images 

used as input to these methods. Indeed, each opera has a different conservative history and it would 

therefore be impossible to construct a single procedural model that is the same for all. However, it is 

possible to create a guiding model and give specific indications on the quality of the images to be 

used, which for example must possibly be high resolution and free from noise and light reflections. 

The precision of raster to vector conversion depends on several factors, including the spatial 

resolution of the binary masks and the software used by the operator. Moreover, reading of the outputs 

of the algorithms must be carried out with great attention by the restorer, because sometimes in an 

image is combined different information. With this methodology, we have identified three distinct 

moments in the history of the opera in question and we have been able to map and document much 

more quickly and accurately than those of the current manual graphic documentation methodology. 

We are also studying to implement this methodology in open source software, in order to combine all 

operations into an easy to use toll for restorers. 
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1. Abstract 

Using the BIM method (an acronym for Building Information Modelling), all of the project 

information is collected in a model/database replica of the building, which will be produced and 

then maintained. It is a type of “virtual prototype”, which allows us to understand the physical and 

functional characteristics of the construction. This information includes the stratigraphy of the 

construction elements, models, systems, fixtures and materials used. The documentation can be 

generated and updated to the current development status of the project automatically: plans, 

elevations, sections, three-dimensional vertical sections, renderings, metric calculations, schedules 

and more. The use of this virtual prototype greatly facilitates the choice of design decisions, by 

anticipating ways to resolve problems that would otherwise subsequently arise at the site and, in 

some cases, avoiding their onset. 

In this essay, we will introduce the theme of how colour management forms part of this method and 

where colour is generally used in CAD systems. 

 

2. Colour in CAD 

Historically, before the BIM process, there was not much freedom of application around the use of 

colour in CAD (Computer Aided Design); instead, it was limited to a few functions. Before the 

2000s, colour was only used to signify the thickness of the pens. It was, however, possible to draw 

coloured lines, but only with a predefined set of 255 colours.  

A secondary use was the visual and communicative improvement of tables regarding elevations and 

sections, floor plans or furnishing systems dedicated to the sale, in places where a less technical and 

more emotional element was required. This was achieved by adding true colour to the other method, 

which allows one to choose between the HSV or RGB models, reaching up to 16,000,000 colours. 

Furthermore, one could choose between the DIC Colour System chromatic atlas [1], PANTONE 

PLUS digital Library [2] and RAL Classic and RAL Design [3], but the colours offered were 

provided through a transformation in the RGB colour space which, in the case of CAD and 3D 

systems, is normally considered to be defined by the sRGB standard. The Munsell and NCS colour 

atlases [4] were never incorporated into the CAD systems.   

In any case, the adoption of a Colour Management Module (CMM) was not provided for these 

tables, [5] which could manage and import colour profiles and related transformations between the 

colour spaces of the various devices involved in the acquisition/reproduction, in order to maintain a 

consistent link between the various passages of perception. These limits still remain in those 

software applications that are dedicated to technical design and the production of 2D/3D outputs in 

paper or vector format, with colour management remaining the responsibility of the Raster 

graphics-editing software programs. 

 

Colour in CAD can also be used to create false-colour maps. An example may be the study of 

lighting, with images referenced against a chromatic scale that indicates how much light is found on 

a given surface. This scale can be linear or logarithmic and the comparison can also help to estimate 

the level of lighting and, as a result, the glare in various area of the project [6]. Other examples of 

false-colour maps can also be used to represent walls that are not perfectly planar, in the case of as-

built reconstructions of old houses or cultural assets, where a highly detailed model of situations 

that are not perfectly at right angles would be complex, dispersive and require a model that is too 

cumbersome and complicated to manage. [7] 
 



 

 

3. Colour in BIM 

In terms of BIM, we can pinpoint two types of colour usage: one at the graphic level and one at the 

aspect level.  This distinction pertains to the use of colour to identify patterns, symbols, temporal 

phases and similar things (Graphic level, figure 1) and the ability to represent, as faithfully as 

possible, the chosen colour in the production of photometrically correct forecasting images, that is, 

rendering (Appereance level, figure 2). 

In the first case, colour can be used to distinguish the function of specific areas or spaces. It can 

identify specific materials within a stratigraphy. It can indicate specific routes in the technical 

system disciplines of the BIM software programs, such as tracks for the electrical system, routes for 

the piping system, ducts for the air conditioning system. In the scope of the restructuring works, this 

may indicate the differences between the demolished and built parts envisioned by the project: the 

so-called reds and yellows required by public authorities are a representation of the comparison 

between the state of affairs and the status of the project. The colour may visually indicate the 

various development phases of the project and also the possible, and often inevitable, variations that 

occur in the project. 

 

 
Figure 1 – Colour management at the “Graphic” level 

 

In terms of the second possibility, or the production of summary images for a photo-realistic, and 

photometrically correct, vision of how the project will be carried out, the most faithful possible 

representation of the colour chosen for the Colour Material and Finishing (CMF) Design is 

desirable. 

 



 
Figure 2 – Colour management at the “Appereance” level 

 

These images – if we consider them to be predictive in nature – should ensure the maximum 

possible faithfulness between what was planned, what is represented and what has actually been 

achieved. As a result, one should not give in to the temptation of “beautiful” rendering in general, 

which is scarcely related to the final construction. 

In this sense, the issue of rendering and faithfulness to the colour chosen is not to be 

underestimated, as it is already complex due to the very nature of rendering, which involves the 

complex inter-reflections and refractions of both natural or artificial environmental light and the 

materials and various types of finishings that are found within the environment or building being 

designed. This is not forgetting the choice of exposure for the virtual camera chosen to produce the 

image. 

In this case, it is vitally important to provide for the calibration of the monitor and the various 

acquisition devices, both scanners and photographic machines [5]. Each peripheral device has its 

own colour space and, through colour management, aims to ensure a perceptively consistent 

representation of colour on the different devices. This is why, in order to manage these issues, one 

should periodically calibrate all of the devices used for colour management, both input and output 

[8] [9] [10] . 

 

In Revit, one of the chief BIM software programs, the true colour method is available with colour 

definition through HSV or RGB colour spaces. It is also possible to import colours from the 

PANTONE catalogue (figure 3), but, unfortunately, it is not possible to do the same with RAL 

colours, except via a conversion into RGB values outside the program, for example, via special 

websites (figure 4) [11]. 

  



 
Figure 3 – Pantone 

 

 
 
Figure 4 – RAL–RGB converter 

There are also online libraries where one can download the material as a Revit family. In this case, 

instead of assigning the colour via an RGB triplet, a texture that is acquired through a photographic 

process and converted into the sRGB colour space is provided [12]. From the point of view of on-

screen colour rendering, the only way of managing this within Revit is via an external rendering 

engine plug-in, such as Vray, in which it is possible to apply corrections via colour profiles at the 

frame buffer level, such as, for example, LUT, OCIO and ICC. These corrections, however, are 

only active when the image is displayed and are not saved in the image file. This implies the use of 

photo-editing software to recreate the image with the correct colouring [13] [14]. 

 

4. Colour in BIM Reviewing 

The discussion can also be extended to consider the distinction between BIM Authoring software 

and so-called BIM Reviewing software. In fact, when discussing BIM methods, which, as we recall, 

are not a specific software package but a process that employs applications that can manage the 

database for the building project, we can further divide the programs into two macro-categories. 

The first, BIM Authoring software, contains those that act upon the BIM model and which can 

directly modify the database of the project that contains all of the information. They can also export 

data in a file format that is shared by all of the various IT platforms.  

The second, BIM Reviewing software, refers to those that can only import this shared format and 

use the BIM model for a particular aim, revision, check or specific purpose, such as, for example, 

creating a predictive image of a photometrically correct summary. One of this shared format is the 

IFC (Industry Foundation Classes) format. With this format, it is possible to import the BIM model 

into a software program dedicated to the visualisation of the project; this, in turn, can employ a vast 

range of rendering engines to produce synthesis images as an output. 

However, these generally do now allow the user to manage colour spaces, a function that is specific 

to raster photo-editing and graphic post-production fields. For example, 3DStudio Max, one of the 



most diffuse 3D modelling and rendering software, that imports another common file format, the 

FBX, only works with the sRGB colour space. 

When considering the circular nature of the BIM process, through the combined use of all these 

tools, a good approach to colour and its correct graphical representation may be to manage it across 

multiple applications. For example, one could start by checking and eventually converting the 

colour spaces for the textures of the materials in Adobe Photoshop in accordance with the procedure 

proposed by the ICC; the next step could be to export the BIM model from the BIM Authoring 

software, for example, Revit, and subsequently import it to a software dedicated to the visualisation 

of the project, such as 3DSMax, should Revit’s internal rendering tools be insufficient for 

producing satisfactory images. 

 

5. Conclusions 

The future of building projects will be inevitably linked – in an increasing manner – to BIM, 

because regulatory restrictions are also becoming increasingly strict as the years pass and the use of 

this method in this field will become obligatory. However, in terms of choosing and rendering 

colour, there are still many restrictions. In fact, to this day, support software for the BIM method 

does not allow CMF Design and Lighting Design to be managed directly. In its current state, the 

ideal solution is still in development and this can be overcome using more dedicated software 

programs, as well as by considering that one of the intrinsic characteristics of BIM should be its 

ability to ensure consistency in the flow of information between the various disciplines involved in 

the project and the management of the building. 
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1. Introduction 
Virtual reality devices are having a great development nowadays. These Head-Mounted-Displays 
(HMD) based systems allow visual immersive experiences in virtual environments. 
Recently, the group of authors have made the chromatic characterization of two of the most 
worldwide used virtual reality devices [1]. Likewise, they have developed a colour management 
system compatible with the real-time image rendering performed on these virtual reality devices. It 
should be noted that this type of devices have a high refresh rate (between 90 and 120 Hz) to shorten 
the latency and thus produce a better immersive sensation. 
Developed colour management system is based on a pre-computation phase in which the necessary 
colorimetric transformations are carried out in order to obtain a reliable reproduction of the colour 
before changing light sources at virtual scenes. However, applying colorimetric transformations by a 
colour management system based on three-dimensional algebra is not enough to correctly reproduce 
the surface colour of rendered objects within a 3D virtual scene. In this case, it is necessary to apply 
spectral calculations that allow us to move from the universe of infinite degree of variance, like the 
spectral power distribution and spectral reflectance universe, to the trivariant world of colour 
representation spaces. However, these calculations must be compatible with the native system usually 
applied in virtual reality software to perform the luminosity and shading calculations as well as within 
the new colour management system introduced by the authors in this type of devices. 
Therefore, it is time to wonder whether it is possible or not to apply hyperspectral textures to VR 
devices improving the colour fidelity reproduction of virtual scenes. In this work, we face this issue 
in a first approach, propose a solution and show the results obtained. 

2. Methodology 
We have followed several steps to make the reconstruction of 3D objects using the SfM technique 
and to obtain the hyperspectral texture of the objects. 
The first step has been the development of a system for capturing 3D real objects based on images 
taken by a Cubert UHD 285 hyperspectral one-shot camera. This camera provides on each shot a 
hyperspectral cube of 1000 x 1000 pixels and 125 spectral channels defined between 450 and 950 nm 
with a spectral resolution of 4 nm. The setup used to capture images with the hyperspectral camera is 
the one shown in figure 1. 

 
 

Fig. 1 – Experimental setup used to take pictures with our hyperspectral camera. 
 



Secondly, we need to modify the PMVS object reconstruction software [2] to store the spectral 
reflectances obtained from the hyperspectral camera with each spatial coordinate obtained from the 
reconstruction software. The SfM technique obtains the 3D point cloud starting from pictures 
obtained at different viewing angles (Fig. 2). 

 
Fig. 2 – Graphic scheme of SfM technique for 3D objects reconstruction 

 
Finally, we have developed a program that allow us to simulate lighting changes in a virtual scene 
defined in Unity Game Engine, the VR development platform used in this work. In the virtual scene 
we have placed a virtual version of a LED lightbooth (Just Normlicht). Figure 3 shows the design of 
the virtual lightbooth with several spotlights placed at the same position of real ones. 

 
Fig. 3 - Simulation in Unity Game Engine of the real lightbooth and controlled light bulbs 

 
Along with this virtual scene, a C# script has been implemented to compute the changes of lighting 
sources. We have defined 4 light sources using their spectral power distribution and we have 
calculated the final colour that the colour texture should acquire starting from the spectral reflectance 
of each point of the 3D object. It should be noted that the calculation of the new colour values obtained 
from the spectral reflectance and the spectral power distribution of the light sources requires a long 
processing time since it is necessary to calculate it for each point of the point cloud defining the 
virtual 3D object.  



3. Results 
We have calculated the average coefficient of variation (relative standard deviation) for each of the 
125 channels of the reflectances obtained through the 3D reconstruction using several hyperspectral 
cubes from different view angles. Figure 5 shows that the coefficient of variation remains stable 
around 10 percent for all spectral channels. 

 
Fig. 5 - Graph of typical deviations in each reflectance channel 

 
The main objective of this work consisted in the improvement of the chromatic representation of 
virtual objects visualized in a virtual reality platform. To check if this improvement has been 
implemented or not, we have introduced a virtual Color Checker in the virtual reality platform. This 
virtual Color Checker is defined with a hyperspectral texture captured from the real Color Checker. 
We have also defined 4 light sources in the virtual reality software. These light sources are defined 
by their spectral power distribution. Using spectral calculations in the tristimulus CIE 1931 colour 
space domain, we have calculated the XYZ value of each light source. From this XYZ value, we have 
transformed it into the native RGB colour space using a colour management system and then applying 
this RGB value to the virtual light source. In Fig. 4, we can see the appearance of the final virtual 
scene. 

 

Fig. 4 - Lighting simulation with Color Checker 
 

 



Table 1 shows the average colour difference between theoretical and recorded colour coordinates in 
terms of the expected XYZ and RGB colour coordinates of 24 Color Checker patches for the different 
light sources and the measured colours for the same colour patches, as well as the mean colour 
difference calculated using the CIEDE00 colour difference formula in the CIE colour space. 
The results show minimal colour differences. These differences are much smaller than the colour 
differences obtained using only one colour management system. 

Table 1. Average colour differences between colour management using ICC profile or using spectral calculations 

Colour 
Management 

 Light Source ∆𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹�������� 

R         G         B 

∆𝑿𝑿𝑿𝑿𝑿𝑿�������� 

X         Y         Z 

∆𝑬𝑬𝑬𝑬𝑬𝑬�������� 

 

ICC Profile 
Colour 

 TL84 2.7      2.4      1.8 0.6      0.5     0.3 2.4 

 D50 Simulator 1.1       1.0      0.6 0.3      0.1     0.4 0.9 

 A Simulator 1.6      1.5      4.0 0.4      0.1     0.4 3.5 

 D50 Illuminant 0.6      0.4      0.3    0.3      0.2     0.2 0.5 

 

Spectral 
Calculations 

 TL84 1.3       0.7     1.5 0.3      0.2     0.2 1.4 

 D50 Simulator  0.7       0.4      0.6 0.2      0.1     0.2 0.6 

 A Simulator 0.7      1.3      3.5 0.2      0.1     0.3 2.3 

 D50 Illuminant 0.5      0.4      0.2  0.2       0.2     0.2 0.5 

 
4. Conclusions 
In view of the results obtained we can conclude that it is possible to obtain an improvement in colour 
reproduction at virtual reality scenes through the application of hyperspectral textures obtained from 
hyperspectral multi-view images. We can emphasize that the registered colour differences are better 
using this procedure than those recorded using a colour management system with RGB textures. This 
gives us a breakthrough within the virtual reality paradigm. At the same time, it opens up a wide 
range of possibilities for future work. 
It has to be highlighted that the improvement in the colour representation of 3D objects imported into 
virtual reality devices does not slow down the execution of the virtual scene. It is in the previous 
process of creation of the 3D object and rendering with light sources where a great deal of processing 
time is needed, which we hope to improve by means of new studies enhancing the acceleration the 
colorimetric transformation, by applying parallelization techniques well-known in the world of 
computing. 
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Abstract 

Few year after the introduction on the market of solid state lighting (SSL), the colored lighting 

began to spread in general lighting. Lighting schemes, which were previously used by us for a short 

time in the framework of entertainment events, discos and festivals, have taken their positions in 

our daily lives. The development of LED technologies is moving with a great speed, offering the 

latest and most fashionable solutions. The subject of this preliminary study is to find out how safe it 

is for us to use colored lighting in our own space. Are there any restrictions and safety rules that we 

should be aware of? Or we can safely indulge in fashion trends, and daily change the atmosphere in 

the house, just switching the mode? The theme of this work was dictated by the practical research 

conducted in the framework of two different experiences, and objective observations during these 

events. The importance here is to understand the real perception of people according to the rules 

written years ago. The key point of this study is in the fact we spend a great amount of time living 

indoor. We are used to consider our place relaxing and comfortable for us to stay after a long 

working day. And all the more so we have to be careful about the space we organize for ourselves. 

The result of this work in progress will become a more thoughtful and reasonable approach to the 

use the opportunities that the market offers us today. 

 
Keywords: Lighting design, interiors, ambient light, LED technologies, human centric lighting. 

1. The connection between light and darkness. 

To start talking about the impact of lighting on the person, we should talk about the strong impact 

any lighting can cause on our perception. The connection between light and darkness has been 

already explored by many researchers: a primer on the informational structure of cast shadows’ [1], 

visual perception [2], in praise of Shadows [3]. 

We can see we can consider the impact of Light on our Health or ignore it. Anyway it will not stop 

its influence. Our perception can also lead us on the way of health, beat perception [4]. The nature 

made it perfect. Every day the World around us is teaching us how to use the lighting in the best 

way with the help of natural light, made absolutely perfect for human being. The problem is that we 

have lost this feeling of connection with the World, and its tips, known by old generations, we don’t 

see anymore: the development of animal form [5]. 

Now when we have techniques we think we can play with the lighting in every day environment, 

forgetting how it can affect us. Being in the city we are crossing light and dark parts of space, 

adopting every few seconds on the new. To understand how harmful it can be, let’s increase the 

contrast to the maximum considering a real experience of Dialogue in the Dark, an exhibition/path 

set up by December 2005 at the Institute for the Blind People in Milan [6]. It differs from a 

traditional exposure to the total absence of light, and for the fact that the visitors to explore the 

environments must rely solely on the senses of touch, hearing, smell, taste.  

Experience teaching a different way of "seeing". A journey of over an hour in total darkness, that 

transforms a simple walk in a garden, or sip a cup of coffee into an extraordinary experience.  

Something really unique, that changes your way of thinking and makes us to analyze better the 

adaptation problem we are facing with every single day, living in a city or driving a car in a bad 

condition of lighting uniformity (Monaghan district, Ireland, for example, when you become blind 

at some points driving the car, getting from bright parts to the total darkness). 

The interest for us here is the presence of a careful and indispensable guide. The real experience 

between the “two realities” are too often far from one another, one of the sighted and the blind. 

When the trip is over, people are not allowed to leave the room immediately. Their eyes need time 

to adopt. For this reason, visitors are welcome to spend 10-15 minutes in a small room, with very 
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less amount of light which gives them time to get used to it. What we see here is the great shock for 

a human being changing light for the darkness and also the opposite. We need a guide, we need also 

time before leaving the space. All our feelings become unbelievable strong that moment just to 

adopt us to new conditions.  

And now we are going back to the real life. Do we have any adaptation support here, living in the 

city, coming back home after tiring day every evening? Does it only our perception effected, getting 

on unlit street? Or each time this stress little by little effect on the whole system of our physique 

being? And the role of our «play» with the light is much more responsible than commonly 

perceived. 

Summing, we are coming to the fact that Light and Color perception is strongly connected with the 

health and wellbeing of each person. We can’t ignore it, we need to improve our skills to provide 

the environment spaces working for people and not against them. The light is a magic, but more 

power we have using it – more responsible we should be for the influence we give. 

 

2. Color perception from Neurotheatre experience. 

 

Short explanation 

5 paintings were selected, different emotional effects causing. Feedback they gave to a person was 

tested by Muse — BCI device. With these colors audience was able to draw specific lighting 

projection on the screen according to their feelings. 

 

Experimental phase 

Enforcement of neurotechnology has been already approved to be an important and useful tool in 

the healing of various illnesses such as: ADHD [7], epilepsy [8], learning disabilities [9] and autism 

spectrum disorders [10]. 

Possibilities of our brains can be researched and developed today. On one hand, people can be 

nursed more efficient, taking their feelings and emotions into account. In contrast, life itself can be 

destroyed by playing with it at same time. 

One thing can be proclaimed: with the development of Neurotechnology we have a very powerful 

instrument in our hands today. Still it has not been well tested and used. But we can see already that 

the world of artificial intelligence and horror movies about robots and machines are becoming 

closer to us. 

The research during Summer School Neurotheatre, organized by Tallinn University and taking 

place in St. Petersburg (Russia) in 2018, was intended to identify how far we can come with 

artificial world today. 

During CUCO performance this habit was changed completely. The audience was the one uniform 

organism who created the lighting design on stage itself with the help of mood and emotions. This 

collaboration between human, computer and perception has already been studied [11], all the more 

it was interesting to see the result of a new interpretation of this relationship. 

 

2.1 Design setup 

Considering the fact that artists all over the world for centuries have been studying the influence of 

colors on emotional state, it was decided to resort to help of them and their masterpieces. First of all 

5 pictures with completely different mood were chosen. Lately they were used as the color palette 

of the show. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 
 Table. 1  

Mark Rothko 

«Orange, red, yellow» 

Pablo Picasso 

«Two Sisters» 

  

Claude Monet  

«Waterloo Bridge» 

Cuco 

«Esmeralda» 

Francis Bacon «Portrait of  

George Dyer Talking» 

 

 

 

 

Using the special devises – Muse - brain sensing headband that measures brain different signals of 

your body reactions, such as heartbeat, alpha and beta waves – the values from 5 different viewers 

were written on AI (Artificial Intelligence Software). Then they were combined, forming the 

uniform emotion of the collective brain. 

 

 

Fig. 1  

 



 

Lately these pictures became the references to real emotions of the audience during the performance. It was 

decided to make the choice easier. Each artist has made some work already to choose the most proper colors 

for the work. The colors chosen provide us emotions we supposed to feel observing it.  

  
Fig. 2  

 

In this case, colors could be extracted from the picture to create a proper ambiance. It was decided 

to use 5 main colors from each masterpiece. 

 

 
Fig. 3 

 
Fig. 4 



 

 

The list of colors extracted from each masterpiece is presented below, starting from Rothko. 
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2.2 Prototyping 

With the help of selected pictures 5 colorful images were created to make a projection effect on the 

screen. Firstly, the idea was to generate 5 different lighting scenes to create a full theatre 



 

atmosphere during the show. However, there were some timing and equipment limits, so projection 

became the lighting base itself. 

The idea was that AI remembered the different colors connected to people emotions, and during the 

performance it was clearly seen the real feeling of audience exactly at the moment. The moving of 

the mood was noted according to the show scenarios. Muse devices were used to control audience 

emotions, regarding the idea of musical interface with the human nervous system [12]. With the 

help of them all the changings could be visible on the screen in real time. 
 

3. Lighting perception from Gatchina Lighting Fest 2017 

Talking about lighting impact we have to see another experiment, that took the place in Gatchina 

Palace in Russia during a lighting Festival «Night in Gatchina» in August 2017. This experiment is 

not an item of this study, but it will be shown here to prove the impact of colors also for lighting. 

Saint-Petersburg international festival of light art "Lightnights in Gatchina" is a platform for uniting 

the best creative forces in creating the main event of the North-West region of Russia in the field of 

light art.  

The festival is a kind of laboratory for the experiments of artists with new light technologies. The 

installation consisted of different lighting effects and colors, directed on 6 chairs, where people 

could find themselves theatrical actors and make atmospheric photo, choosing a chair they like.  

It was assumed that people would split equally, but it didn’t happen. There were 2 chairs with the 

main demand: with white and blue colors and other chairs were mostly empty. The result shows us 

that the lighting color has an impact on people as strong as the pure color from the painting we used 

itself.  
 

 

Fig. 5 

 

4. Conclusions 

Nowadays we often consider lighting design like an art, which does not cause any particular 

influence on our health and emotions. It can become even more harmful for a person according to 

the fact that nowadays we use color lighting in a wide range of lighting perspectives [13]. In 

between, from the experiments we can see that color has always had a great impact on the 

observers, and we can see the emotional reaction on it as for an individual person, as well as for a 

collective brain. This preliminary approach can be implemented and studied in the future researches 

to find out the exact body feeling, using the different color approach and the behavior  of the people 

according the environment and age range also. Providing people with this kind of experimental 



 

installations and performances, we also can allow observers to participate themselves and to see the 

results by themselves, increasing the knowledge wider and implementing it in the real life. 
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1. Introduction 

The choice of light and color to complete the performance of a singer or performer is of absolute 

importance. As part of the show, whether it’s a concert, a musical, but also a fashion show, the lighting 

designer's design choices can make an event unforgettable or sink its quality invalidating the efforts 

of all the other actors in the production. There are many factors that affect the choice of color for each 

single song of a show; for example, the personal interpretation given by the sensibility of the designer 

who can "feel" a specific color and its shades, more appropriate for the staging of the song. You can 

also make choices related to the different stages of the show, in order to create a sort of "color 

narration", bringing dominant colors to the stage for more consecutive songs, giving the perception 

of "monochromatic" periods within a more vast scheme of interpretation, which will evolve later, 

recalling an imaginary and transmitting different sensations to the viewer so as to accompany him 

emotionally through the path of the show. 

In the field of lighting for the show, a few months are enough to be able to grasp the rudiments of the 

profession and maybe even illuminate events of limited size; all you need is the right equipment and 

a minimum of sensibility to rhythm, light and color. However, years of experience are needed to be 

able to grasp every nuance of a performance and be able to act accordingly, making the best choice 

would it be technical or stylistic that is able to emphasize, dull down or even correct what is happening 

on stage. 

Taste, interpretation and the experience of the lighting designer are always dominant in the chromatic 

choices, however, there are many factors that are inevitable and can affect the choices of the 

designers. As an example, an element certainly important is the will of the artist himself, who could 

have a clear chromatic vision of his songs and, consequently, pass it on to the lighting designer. 

The live stage field allows considerable freedom of intervention; greater than in other fields, such as 

fashion and television, where there are many more constraints. In live shows, there is no univocal 

approach regulated by a bibliography or standards. For this reason, in this contribution we will present 

the approach of a recognized lighting designer, Giovanni Pinna, active since 1986, who has worked 

with some of the major Italian and international artists (Fabrizio De Andre, Pino Daniele, Adriano 

Celentano, Eros Ramazzotti, Luciano Ligabue, Vasco Rossi, James Taylor, Ryuichi Sakamoto, just 

to name a few). 

 

2. Variables  

The design of lighting for a live stage show is not a simple task. Thinking of it as a series of operations 

that lead to a result, it could be possible to compare it to an artistic or architectural activity. Despite 

the freedom granted to the designer, there are numerous factors that make the preparation of the lights 

for a live show, a real race against time; many steps and checks in a very short amount of time. 

First, the show venues are available just few days before the show itself, so it is not possible to "play 

ahead" (not much at least). This is also due to the high rental costs of the structures. The productions 

concentrate the dates of employment near the shows and of course, the lighting is only a part of the 

things to be done. Designers are therefore faced with the need to carry out preparation and testing in 

just a few days (some more if the productions are of considerable size). 



  
Fig. 1, 2 - Two different moments of the building of the stage of the concert of Vasco Rossi in Modena (2017) 

 

Working experience certainly helps in these cases; beyond the ability to find optimal solutions to 

possible unforeseen events, the knowledge of the various structures in which the shows are usually 

held (strengths and problems) for the artists with whom you work, is a very useful know-how for the 

lighting designer. 

There are also software tools (such as Wysiwyg [1], Realizzer [2], L8 [3], Spotlight + Vision [4], and 

others) that can help, simulating an installation; but as regards their use, there are different points of 

view on the part of professionals. Some completely avoid these systems, others use them for a very 

early phase, while others use them more widely. 

It is mostly software that allow the professional to virtually rebuild the stage (even starting from the 

CAD drawings of the set designers) and to go and install actual light projectors, simulating the control 

consoles. It is also possible to export files that allow a certain level of automatisms during the real 

show. The algorithms used by these digital tools, however, are not always very refined and the show 

simulated often does not have enough correspondence with the result, to the point that some designers 

do so easily without them. 

Everything is then decided in the last days, and the designer's artistic sensibility remains the essential 

tool; knowing how to read the various nuisance of the show and visually transpose them, improving 

their emotional charge. 

In addition to the timing and the geometrical characteristics of the venue, there are other external 

variables to be taken into consideration. When you are outdoors the concert usually begins while the 

sun has not yet completely set. The luminous envelope therefore evolves over the course of the show 

and it is necessary to adjust to adapt to the change. These changes in the color of the natural light 

atmosphere depend on numerous factors; place, season, time, weather conditions and these are almost 

always variables that can be evaluated only at the last moment, due to their very nature.  

Another element that can significantly influence the color choices of the Lighting Designer is the 

presence of light deriving from other technical equipment. The now constant presence of elements 

such as LED-walls, which put in scene digital content which is not produced directly by the lighting 

designer.  

In addition to external factors and production variables, typical elements of the actual Production of 

the show must also be taken into consideration. Even just the type of engagement of the lighting 

designer (a contract with the Production or directly with the artist) can affect the freedom of choice 

of the professional. 

Then there are the other figures in the show; the most important is certainly the artist himself, who 

can have a personal vision of the show by making requests to the designer (for example, Vasco Rossi, 

on the last tour he asked for white and blue key colors for the song "Gli Angeli"). 



These requests are not very frequent, but they can happen; in this case the designer must be able to 

mediate them with his own vision of the show. 

Another very important actor is the Set designer. The physical construction of space (geometries, 

materials, choice of colors) is extremely important for the choices of lighting and the maximum 

synergy between the two teams is desirable. 

 

3. Choices  

The project starts to form in the mind of the designer early, trying to build a "painting without colors", 

giving more importance to those that are the compartments of the scene, the orientation of the spot 

beams, of the wash-type fillings, and so on. In this phase the color is only a vague anticipation; you 

can get an idea of what color could be used, but the information available is still not enough and the 

risk is to waste your work. It is at the time of staging, when everything goes into production, that it is 

possible to really give a color to the songs; work upwards, observing the "substance" of the light 

beams. Very often the initial ideas had during the programming phase are rejected because they do 

not fit the rest of the scenic machine. 

The choice of colors is almost always the result of a personal interpretation. Beyond the sporadic 

requests that might happen, it is the designer who chooses, through his musicality. The lighting 

designer can almost be considered an added musician who participates using time, measurements and 

musical writing as a track to work on. It is essential to know perfectly the programmed repertoire to 

build its chromaticity, passing from framework to framework. The freedom to be able to do all this 

then depends on the factors seen before, but also on the products available and on the designer's 

knowledge of them (which is acquired only through experience). 

Entering into the heart of the choice of colors, in the specific case of Giovanni Pinna, color 

combinations are very contained. You can play on warm tones on warm, cold on cold, complementary 

colors and (but only rarely) in contrast unless it is necessary for a change of narrative.  

The chromatic shift marks the passage from one module of the show to another. Often authors like to 

create narrative compartments composed of multiple songs and a good choice is to keep the same 

colors within these segments, introducing different colors to move to the next compartment. 

 

 

 
Fig. 3, 4, 5: White is the unifying color in the songs - performer: Vasco Rossi 

Fig. 6, 7, 8: Shift colors along the concert - performer: Vasco Rossi 

 

The presence of natural light in the initial moments of the concert can be an issue, partly because of 

its intensity and partly because of the variability of its appearance. A possible approach to this 

condition is the use of neutral white light, adjuvated by a good quantity of artificial smoke, which 

gives an impression of diffuse glow, "naturally" luminous. This can be done while waiting for the sun 

to set completely and then to introduce the first color. This creates a very clear perceptive detachment 



with respect to the initial part of the concert which allows the public to immerse themselves even 

more in the programmed narrative contexts. 

 

4. Technology 

In addition to natural light, as already mentioned there are digital contents that are usually presented 

through LED-walls or projections. The amount of light emitted by these devices is by no means 

negligible and their presence is now a must in productions of a certain level. 

 

  
Fig. 9: on the left, a LED wall created with BARCO Creative LEDs (MiSPHERE) - performers: U2 

Fig. 10: on the right, a projection that overlaps the stage created with Backtraxx and Acronn screens - performer: Fedez 

 

Spanning from simple vertical elements able to change the perception of depth on the set, to actual 

modules scattered all over the stage; the amount of light and its coloring must be absolutely kept in 

consideration when designing light. It’s a good thing in fact that the lighting designer coordinate his 

work with the designer of digital content to create synergy and manageable choices. This can be 

greatly improved using media servers, which allow the integration of video content in the control 

consoles operated by the lighting staff, ensuring a good level of integration. 

Usually, however, it is the lighting designer who (when he cannot make suggestions about the colors 

of the videos) must adapt to digital content in order to make harmonious light choices. 

Technology continues to improve in years, providing more possibilities every day: higher powers, 

more control and bright "full" colors. However, the flip side of the coin is that as the possibilities 

increase, so does complexity.  

If we think of the shows of just some years ago, everything was about using fixed beacons, colored 

gel filter; flexibility was less, but the preparation time was consequently very low compared to today. 

Moving lights allow a very wide range of colors to be obtained, gobos to be implemented, light to be 

profiled, and multiplied with prisms, as each luminaire is potentially able to carry out the work of 

many. And then video projections, sets in transparency, special materials, platforms. A flexibility that 

was unthinkable until not long ago, but kind of overwhelming for the designer. The possibility of 

obtaining unlimited colors does not necessarily mean that this should be done. At times, using a fixed 

spotlight with a colored gel filter is still the most effective and economical choice, even if less elegant. 

This does not mean that technology should be avoided, on the contrary, today more than ever it is 

essential that professionals are prepared for the possibilities that products and systems have to offer, 

always keeping up to date in order to evaluate the best choices. 

To conclude a last consideration regarding the LED light sources. 

Even in the entertainment industry now, solid-state light sources have conquered their position. 

Although their dominance is not as established as in the architectural lighting field, the possibility to 

contain the power implied has led manufacturers to develop many devices that mount this type of 

lamps. 

From a chromatic point of view, however, the LED still encounters resistances; some purists of gas 

discharge light sources prefer to avoid LEDs, opting for classic lamps, assisted by dichroic or gel 

filters. 



In the approach of Giovanni Pinna, the LED sources find a wide space, mainly in the "wash" type 

headlights (wide and adjustable beam with soft and indefinite contours that increase the brightness 

diffused in the space), while for the "spot" headlights (beams with well-defined contours, they are 

easily identifiable and create hard clear lines in the atmospheres of the show) still prefer discharge 

sources. 

 

 
Fig. 11, 12: LED lamp moving lights with Wash type projection - Clay Paky A.leda B-EYE K20 

 

 
Fig. 13, 14: ARC lamp moving lights with Spot type projection - Clay Paky Supersharpy 

 

Regarding color, LED light sources can produce more saturated colors; obviously, we are not talking 

about the rendition of illuminated colors, but about the appearance of the light beam projected into 

the environment where artificial smoke is dispersed. In terms of entertainment, the color white 

remains a weak point of LEDs, making it less brilliant than the one created with metal halide lamps. 

Some LED sources are offered in RGBW format (Red, Green, Blue and White) in order to give greater 

chromatic flexibility, but the result, from a (white) chromatic point of view, is still not comparable 

with that of discharge lamps. The same is true for sources that must provide a portion of UV for 

fluorescence, such as Congo-blue, for which traditional lamps are still more appropriate. 

Obviously, the digital sources are more flexible from a control point of view, but as mentioned above, 

too much flexibility, can extend the preparation time of the show. 
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4. Colour and Physiology 
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Abstract  
Modern light sources emit increasing levels of short-wavelength (blue) light. Evidence exists to 

support both the role blue light plays in the control of circadian rhythms and pupil responses as well 

as being the potential cause for visual discomfort, eye-strain and disruptive sleep patterns. Blue-

light blocking spectacle lenses have been designed to reduce the amount of short-wavelength light 

that enters the eye. Signals generated in short-wavelength cones are most affected by such lenses. 

Rods and melanopsin are less affected with largely overlapping spectral responsivities. Typical 

blue-light blocking lenses absorb small amounts of short-wavelength light over a limited spectral 

range with significant absorption only below 460nm. These lenses are unlikely to affect 

significantly any functions linked to rods and/or melanopsin, but may affect yellow / blue (YB) 

color vision since S- cone signals are most affected. The aim of this study was to develop a method 

based on accurate measurements of red/green (RG) and YB colour thresholds under conditions of 

chromatic adaptation that correspond to daylight (D65), simulated D65 on visual displays viewed 

either directly or through typical, blue-blocking lenses, as well as backgrounds that are equivalent 

in chromaticity to D65 when filtered with each of the blue-blocking lenses investigated.  

Spectral trasmittance was measured for the most commonly used blue-blocking lenses and then 

used to compute the change in the CIE (x,y) chromaticity of D65 light as well as the change in the 

scotopic to photopic efficiency of the light. Three background chromaticities were selected to 

correspond to D65, D65 + Hoya Blue Control and D65 +Crizal Orma lens. RG and YB color 

thresholds were measured in three subjects for each of the three background chromaticities. In 

addition, one further experiment was carried out which required the subjects to view the D65 

background through one lens.  

These experiments were performed using the Color Assessment and Diagnosis test (CAD-test) 

which isolates fully the use of RG and YB color signals for a specified background chromaticity. 

All three subjects had normal trichromatic color vision, normal visual acuity and ranged in age 

ranged in age from 23 to 38 yrs. There are no significant changes in either RG or YB colour 

detection thresholds for any subject and any of the filters investigated. The blue-light blocking 

lenses investigated do not cause any significant reduction in either RG or YB chromatic 

discrimination. Blue-light blocking lenses of the type investigated in this study do not affect 

significantly our colour vision and, given the variation in ambient light levels, are also not likely to 

affect circadian rhythms or any other visual function related to short wavelength light. It is therefore 

of interest to question the purpose of such lenses and to establish the wavelength range and the 

amount of blue light one can continue to absorb without causing unacceptable changes in visual and 

non-visual functions.  

 

 

 

 

 



 

Introduction 

Modern light sources emit increasing levels of short-wavelength (blue) light. Evidence exists to 

support both the crucial role blue light plays in the control of circadian rhythms and pupil responses 

as well as being the potential cause for visual discomfort, eye-strain and disruptive sleep pattern[1]. 

‘Blue-light blocking’ spectacle lenses have been designed to reduce the amount of short-wavelength 

light that enters the eye[2]. Signals generated in short-wavelength (S) cones are most affected by 

such lenses (max~ 442 nm, range: 415 to 590 nm). Rods and melanopsin are less affected with 

largely overlapping spectral responsivities (max~498 to 505 nm, range: 400 to 510nm). Typical 

‘blue-light blocking’ lenses absorb relatively small amounts of short-wavelength light over a 

limited spectral range with significant absorption only below 460nm. These lenses are therefore 

unlikely to affect significantly any functions linked to rods and/or melanopsin, but may affect 

yellow/blue (YB) colour vision since S-cone signals are most affected. Previous studies have 

employed conventional colour assessment tests, based largely on pseudoisochromatic test plates, to 

study the effects such lenses may have on colour vision [3]. Since the use of coloured filters is 

equivalent to a change of illuminant which in turn affects the perceived luminance contrast signals 

for coloured objects, conventional colour vision tests are not suitable to investigate the effects of 

blue-blocking lenses on colour vision.  

The aim of this study was to develop a new method based on accurate measurements of red/green 

(RG) and YB colour thresholds under conditions of chromatic adaptation that correspond to 

daylight (D65), simulated D65 on visual displays viewed either directly or through typical, blue-

blocking lenses, as well as backgrounds that are equivalent in chromaticity to D65 when filtered 

with each of the blue-blocking lenses investigated.  

 

Methods 

Spectral trasmittance functions were measured on Perkin Elmer Lambda 900 for the most 

commonly used blue-blocking lenses. The spectral transmittance data for each lens was then used to 

compute the change in the CIE1931 (x,y) chromaticity of D65 light as well as the change in the 

scotopic to photopic (S/P) efficiency of the light. Three background chromaticities were selected to 

correspond to D65, D65 + Hoya Blue Control and D65 + Crizal Orma lens. The latter caused the 

largest shift in background chromaticity. Illuminant D65 and the two blue-blocker lenses examined 

are in different positions in the CIE (x y) chromaticity chart (Fig.1). 

 

Fig.1: Positions in the CIE1931 of the lenses used in the experiment and of the display set as D65 



RG and YB colour thresholds were measured in three subjects for each of the three background 

chromaticities. In addition, one further experiment was carried out which required the subjects to 

view the D65 background through the Crizal Orma lens. 

These experiments were performed using the CAD-test which isolates fully the use of RG and YB 

colour signals for a specified background chromaticity. The technique employed makes use of 

dynamic luminance contrast (LC) noise to mask the detection of any residual LC signal in the test 

stimulus without affecting the thresholds for detection of colour signals. The colored stimulus can 

move along four possible directions (Fig.2). With a special keyboard, the subject must indicate the 

direction of stimulation. 

 

     
Fig.2 Four possible position of the colored stimulus during its movement. The colored stimulus can 

move in four ways: from top-right to down-left, from left-down to top-right, from down-right to top-

left, from top-left to down right. 

 

An efficient, four-alternative, forced-choice procedure is used to measure three subject’s chromatic 

displacement thresholds in a number of carefully selected directions in the CIE (x y) chromaticity 

chart[4] (Rodriguez-Carmona, Harlow, Walker and Barbur). 

Fig.3 Position of the four color stimuli in CIE1931 diagram   

In Figure 3 we can see the important property of the CIE chromaticity diagram (xy) 1931 that along 

YB axis isolate S cones without generating any signal in L and M cones. 

The RG axis, on the other hand, isolate L and M cones without generating signals in S cones [5]. 

All three subjects had normal trichromatic colour vision, normal visual acuity and ranged in age 

from  and ranged in age from 23 to 35 yrs.  

 

 

 

Fig.1 

Fig.3 



Results 

 

The results of the CAD test performed by the three subjects are the chromatic threshold values for 

the RG and YB channels with the respective Standard Error (SE) for the four experiments (Fig.4). 

The chromatic threshold values are normalized to the standard values of study[5]. For the three 

subjects, it is difficult to identify a common trend. The chromatic thresholds of the experiments 2-3 

and 4, which are the experiments performed either with vision simulation through lenses or with the 

use of the lenses, we can see that these are similar to the threshold values of experiment 1 

(performed with the values of the illuminant D65 set as the background color). 

Comparing the thresholds of chromatic perception on the various experiments, we can say that these 

are comparable for each subject. The use of blue-blocker lenses shift the vision in the colour space 

because they cut short wavelengths but this does not change the chromatic sensitivity thresholds on 

the RG and YB channels, so they do not change the chromatic discrimination. 

Fig.4 Colour Threshold in CAD units for  the three subjects 

 

The 15 blue-light blocking lenses investigated follow approximately the daylight locus when 

combined with D65. The largest change in background chromaticity caused by the Crizal Orma lens 

is just detectable by the human eye. In spite of this change, there are no significant changes in either 

RG or YB colour detection thresholds for any subject and any of the filters investigated. Colour 

thresholds measured when viewing the D65 display through the Crizal Orma lens were virtually 

identical to those measured without the filter, except for the expected shift in background 

chromaticity. S/P ratios also show only small changes for the filtered light. 

 

 

 

 

Fig.3 



Conclusions 

 

The results of this study demonstrate convincingly that the ‘blue-light blocking lenses’ investigated 

do not cause any significant reduction in RG or YB chromatic discrimination. Although the change 

of background chromaticity caused by the Crizal Orma lens under D65 illumination can just be 

detected by the eye, this is of no practical concern. Blue-light blocking lenses of the type 

investigated in this study do not affect significantly our colour vision and, given the variation in 

ambient light levels, are also not likely to affect circadian rhythms or any other visual function 

related to short wavelength light.  It is therefore of interest to question the purpose of such lenses, 

and more importantly, to establish the wavelength range and the amount of blue light one can 

continue to absorb without causing unacceptable changes in visual and non-visual functions.   
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1. Color and the built space: a participated language 
Color is one of the main features in the visual language of both two- and three-dimensional space, 
and it plays a considerable role in people’s experience when interacting in a built environment. In 
this scenario, although just perceived, colors can dramatically change, and hopefully, increase the 
quality of the urban space. The purpose of the chromatic component in architecture has been widely 
discussed and from many different cultural and critical perspectives. Nevertheless, it is the avant-
garde revolution at the beginning of the XX century that gives to the intellectual debate a new 
viewpoint. The transition between art and design, between academia and the proto-rationalist 
method applied to the planning process, brought out a more aware approach both to color theory 
and its applications. In particular, authors – such as Bruno Taut [1] – explicitly addressed this issue 
in their writings, giving a ground base for further debates: for instance, the poetic rationalized in the 
Modern Style design principles, and their application in architectural and urban-scale projects – e.g. 
the housing projects in Magdeburg – are a reference for design activities involving colors as a 
primary conceptual driver. 
On another hand, the color is one of the most approachable design languages. People instinctively 
turn to it when trying to express their creativity, emotions, and moods in any field of their lives. 
Besides, it is applied to diversify and personalize brand and identities of products, services, 
institutions and it has become one of the most powerful tools when branding urban spaces, cities 
and entire territories [2, 3]. The accessibility of chromatic expression allows people to get easily 
involved when using it as a facilitator in co-design and participative design processes. When asked 
to represent their individual or social idea of a lived location people almost always use colors to 
express the identity of it [4, 5, 6]. In these contexts, color is more than a metaphorical way to 
express symbol and intangible values produced and shared by a community and in which they to 
reflect as a group and as individuals [7, 8]. The work of painter Edi Rama in Tirana – in which the 
role of color is strategic in the participatory process of urban regeneration – is paradigmatic in that 
sense [9]. 
The proposed research, then, takes its cue from the theorized principles of the German architect 
Taut to get to the contemporary Street art projects, and it highlights the role of colors in the 
regeneration intervention and the social impact in local communities [10]. 

2. Bruno Taut: the Zukunftskathedrale and his colorful architectures 
Bruno Taut was one of the main supporters of the color as one of the most important elements of a 
project. He believed the color, cause of its ability to generate and change the emotions in the viewer, 
has the duty to respond to the demand of the citizens of regeneration and appropriation of their own 
city and neighbor. As an architect who worked at the regeneration of the city, at the end of the First 
World War, he was the first one that used the color in his projects for its psychological influence. In 
order to enhance life, he designed colored worker-house estates using rich palettes, according to 
their ability to affect positively the citizen, as an invite to be happy and bring joy [11]. The 
architecture, in fact, should be the instrument for the social revolution that could change people’s 
life, according to his theories. Bruno Taut’s work was far to formal research for its own sake but 



sought to express spiritual and social content, aiming to a utopian society where everyone was 
involved in the architecture’s creation. Between 1914 and 1921 within the Expressionist his goal 
was to create a new concept of architecture for a better city. Utopia became the method by which to 
identify those possibilities that would make the project possible. Taut’s poetics was founded on the 
utopian idea of Zukunftskathedrale [Cathedral of the Future], where he expressed this idea for the 
first time in the article Eine Notwendigkeit [A necessity] published in Der Sturm 1914 were it is 
described as  

a building that is not only architecture, but in which everything all together will form great 
architecture and wherein architecture once again merges with the other arts 

it represents the triumph of the architecture as a spiritual guide, and like the Gothic Cathedrals their 
creation was possible only through social unity, so the single citizen will recognize himself as part 
of a community. The reborn of a new society, to be manifested in a new city, must be characterized 
by the re-appropriation by the people of the spaces where they live.  The architecture must be 
created and built through the union of the creative energies of the community. This utopian city 
sought to overcome societal difference through the construction of architecture, he encourages 
architects to be the spiritual leader of this revolution. 

!  

Fig. 1 - Apartment Houses build by Bruno Taut 1926-31: Wilskistrasse, Berlin (L. de Lang, Photographer) 
. 

He was aware of the needs of the citizens and aimed at the redevelopment of the role of art in a 
social and progressive sense through shapes and colors. To do so he designed urbanistic elements 
that dealt with the inconveniences of the structure to improve the quality of life of the inhabitants. 
Even though he was forced by many functional, financial and urban requirements, the residential 
quarters that Bruno Taut designed during his career show a delicacy and consideration for the 



residents. The architect found in the use of color the expedient that allow him express his creativity 
and his art, to say something personal, in the cheapest way possible. 
In 1919 Taut published Call for Colored Architecture [12], his manifesto, and began his 
commitment to promoting a colorful city as a way to improve life [13, 14]. This was his response to 
the need for beauty felt by the inhabitants, he tried to enrich the urban environment by giving it a 
new look thanks to the use of color. He used the color as an autonomous design element, placing it 
in relationship with nature and its expressive values. Its main purpose was to build alternative 
settlements opposed to the greyness dominating the social housing, in order to overcome the 
economic and social difficulties that oppressed society. 

We do not want to build any more joyless houses, or see them built. Color is not expensive like 
molded decorations and sculptures, but color means a joyful existence. As it can be provided with 
limited resources, we should, in the present time of need, particularly urge its use on all buildings 
which must now be constructed 

Architecture had to be the center of the social renewal and set out to achieve it through the use of 
color. Detaching his style from the teachings of the De Stijl he decided to use uniform color fields 
on the different wall surfaces, to reinforce the architectural volume. Each surface of Taut’s house, 
including the internal walls and ceiling, were painted in a different primary color. The 
standardization of the shapes of the constructions did not therefore lead to an alienating repetition 
precisely thanks to the different colors. Taut stated that his aims were  

not aesthetic, but ethical, since the aim was to give the inhabitants of the most sordid tenement and 
the most sinister rear court a spark of joie de vivre, however modest. 

The color in his work was a psychological tool, not just an ornamental one, it served to define the 
urban environment, allowing greater control of space. The dyes of the walls were therefore selected 
according to both functional principles, natural lighting with regard to the intensity of colors, and to 
personal principles based on psychological analysis.  His houses began to use color to examine 
spatial perception, light, and also environmental, energy-saving and other functional considerations. 
To sum up, the colored architectures were placed as a continuum of the utopian architecture cause 
the use of color as a tool to allowed a re-appropriation of the urban space by the inhabitants, no 
longer through a “dissolution” of the city but through its chromatic transformation, to make it a 
place cheerful and festive, it thus became a means of opposing bourgeois culture and society and 
therefore a form of class struggle. This poetic is linked to the previous period also due to the close 
link with the Gothic tradition, always taken as an ideal urban model cause entails the involvement 
of the people. Taut saw in colored architecture a game in which men could give free expression to 
their personality, thus trying to overcome alienation. 
During the 1920’s, he built several thousand workers apartments, finished using brightly colored 
paint. Taut became the director of municipal construction for the city of Magdeburg. Under his 
directorship the city, before described as 'grey' and 'depressing', had its facades brightly painted. 
Taut' activities are described today as unique: he applied surface color so boldly on pre-existing 
buildings, in such a grand polemical scale. Entire streets changed their look thanks to the use of 
different colors, not in an individualistic way as people can easily do in single houses expressing 
their personality but with a designed pattern, an opera leads by an architect. He strove to use color 
to broaden the notion of function in architecture, in view of creating form to produce a harmonious 
building enhanced by a human and artistic dimension. Taut was keen to provide color with an 
important role in construction, using it for environmental, energy saving and spatial effect. 
Essentially, he began with a holistic belief that architecture involves of more than just a strictly 
functional role, but it could actually change and enhance life. 



3. Street art: for a urban, participative, social redevelopment 
The street art works represent one of these extraordinary practices through which space is faced in 
search of its own identity, making the urban environment a canvas where pictorial interventions 
take place in order to give meaning to environments abandoned to anonymity. These works can 
make recognizable and appreciable any living context that previously was neutral and bare that 
suddenly become places of interest. 
If initially it was just a counterculture, now the street art works have conquered both the general 
public and the critics, imposing themselves as a fully recognized form of art. Today chromatic 
interventions with accentuated tones are among the most widespread and effective measures used in 
urban space improvement works, both physically and socially. The murals, often programmed by 
associations and institutions, have acquired a function of urban and cultural redevelopment. Color is 
exploited not only for its ability to define the visual and perceptive characteristics of the image but 
also because, based on the different combinations, it generates emotions in the observer, influencing 
both physiological and psychological well-being. 
The case study that will be examined has three peculiarities that link it to the work of the German 
architect: first an aesthetic-material type, they use color in public space as a tool to define the 
artistic and social message stating that the space itself is transformed by the chromatic backgrounds 
and becomes an artistic message aimed at a very large audience; the second is linked to the aims of 
the intervention that are never limited to the aesthetic-decorative level; the third element is the 
urban dimension of the work. 

Philly Painting Project, a colorful corridor for a new community muralism 
Philly Painting Project is a renovation project of a run-down neighborhood located in the northern 
part of the American city of Philadelphia: Germantown Avenue. The intervention is part of the more 
ambitious Philadelphia Mural Arts Program which, since its foundation in 1984, has set an urban 
regeneration through the improvement of its visual image [15]. 
The street artists duo Haas&Hahn, an art name for the Dutch Jeroen Koolhaas and Dre Urhahan, 
designed an abstract work that reflected the individuality of the neighborhood and at the same time 
created a design that would unify the whole street.  The aim was to restore a unified identity to the 
neighborhood and to inspire optimism and hope in the community. The abstract work represents a 
collective vision, making the pictorial work a composition of simple geometric shapes that visually 
expressed the value that the artists wanted to convey: the whole is greater than the sum of its parts. 
The work includes two entire blocks that were covered with a gigantic and theatrical colorful 
tapestry with abstract geometric shapes (mainly stripes and rectangles) with bright colors. For the 
realization of the project the duo moved in and lived for a year in the same street on which they 
were working, to better understand their social dynamics. Based on a series of images of the street, 
they created an abstract composition of shapes and a palette of colors where the patterns of 
interrelation between primary and secondary colors reflected the peculiar characteristics of the 
neighborhood. Their work visually connects the entire corridor, transcending the underlying 
architecture, which dissected the complex into individual fragmented buildings, giving more 
emphasis to the continuity of the whole street. The selected colors included many reds, bricks and 
bordeaux with contrasting bright colors present on the cornices, on the mailboxes and in other 
structural and decorative elements. 
The social aspect of the project was determining, its ability to redevelop a public space not only 
from a visual, but also a social point of view. The concrete realization was only a visible production 
of this new practice. The intervention does not consist in embellishing the neighborhood through a 
work of art that is an end in itself. A fundamental element was, in fact, the collaboration of the 
community, but this aspect is often eclipsed by the critics who dwell only on the existence of a 



tangible object without dwelling on the process that led to its realization. They succeeded in 
involving the owners of the buildings making them participants already in the choice of the design 
that would have been realized. As the artists themselves explain, 

We didn’t just show up and start painting. We showed up and started making friends, talked to 
people, tried to get to know the neighborhood. Basically, the first half-year we talked to everybody 
from the police officers to the guys on the corner and everyone in between-especially the store 
owners [16]. 

The problem arose when it emerged that each facade had its own specific structure that was 
simultaneously to be read as part of a larger whole and those included in the project were more than 
fifty. As Koolhaas explained 

there was a constant struggle to balance the simplicity and complexity, I was driven to do both, as 
well as to connect it all. There was a competing drive to differentiate the stores, because each shop 
owner wanted something different from their neighbor, but at the same time to make sure the final 
design was a cohesive and unified the space. It was a battle within myself and with them to 
achieve both.” [16] 

The solution was to devise an individual design for each building that at the same time created a 
uniform appearance along the road, in such a way as to create an interactive project that would 
work both at the level of the individual building and the collective one and which return the lost 
sense of community. The participatory design process led to a strong sense of ownership along the 
Avenue and gave the store owners a commonality that had been missing. 
For the practical and manual realization of the murals Haas & Hahn brought together a group of 
young people from the neighborhood who collaborated with the artists in the execution phase. The 
creation of the Philly Painting Crew made the redevelopment possible, they worked physically for 
nine months to refurbish the street. The Philly Painting Project stands at the intersection of 
placemaking (understood as an intervention that involves the community in visual redevelopment 
works), social practices and public art. The requalification aimed to represent an investment and a 
transformation not only at urban level but also at human level.  
 

Fig.	2	-	Perspective shot of one side of the street, here is evident the creation of a chromatic texture that at the same time gives an individual identity to 
the single building and unites it in an overall project. 



The intervention set two types of objectives: some in the short term, as the most obvious aim of 
transformation at a visual level, but more important are the long-term objectives that were set, 
always through the visual redevelopment of fighting those that had been the causes that led to the 
degradation of the place. And perhaps most importantly, the final murals are admired by the 
residents of the community. Projects like this show that the realization of an artistic intervention 
minimizes the purpose of the entire work that it supports. This problem is linked to the traditional 
interpretation of public art as an area in which artistic quality predominates. This vision proves to 
be limiting for these interventions in which certainly the artistic value is important, but it is 
associated with a purpose of social practice and creative placemaking. Graffiti becomes an 
evolution of a social project, it is no longer an end in itself, but arises as an artistic product that 
strives to make a difference to a higher level than the purely aesthetic one. The Philly Painting has 
undoubtedly created an intangible social impact thanks to the work of the artists who use art to 
revive a sense of social cohesion, collective hope and optimism. All these values are not embodied 
in the artistic project itself, but in the social mobilization that requires the community to which we 
turn for active collaboration in the realization of the transformation. 

 

Fig.	3	-	Two examples of the color palette created for each building of the street 
	

Fig.	4	-	Photo of a side of the street showing how the project involves the whole neighbor not just a single street. 
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4. Conclusions 
Although almost a century later and in culturally diverse contexts, the works of street art of which a 
case study has been reported as a paradigm, are placed in poetic continuity with the principles 
theorized by Taut. In particular, the leitmotiv is the translation between the aesthetic dimension, 
towards the ethical one aimed at improving the life and daily experience of people. 
The concept Wagnerian idea of Gesamtkunstwerk [17] becomes the underlying concept of an 
architecture devoted not so much to planning rather to social rebirth. In these interventions, people 
seek both their own identity and recognition in a collective self-identifiable “we”, not in a single 
building like the Stadtkrone was, but in a group of buildings involved in the artistic, social and 
chromatic project. These activities, in fact, become social, involves the local community in a 
participatory process able to revive the sense of cohesion and belonging through community work 
on a place that needs to be rehabilitated. Considered ephemeral and pure embellishment of 
surcharges because of the practices of post-modern architecture, color, on the other hand, has a 
strong conceptual and cognitive value in the construction of quality and recognizability of a built 
environment capable of intercepting and expressing the components and local social values. 
Moreover, its strong impact and the relative poverty of the materials become a way of influencing 
critical contexts thanks to a response that is not only practical, but also emotional and collective, 
affecting both the physical dimension of the urbans and the intangible, cultural and social aspects. 
Returning identity to places condemned to anonymity by the drift of modernity, street-art re-
articulates elements that have been lost, becoming “an extraordinary practice [...] through which the 
community faces inequalities and projects into space the search for its own cultural and social 
identity” [18]. 
As Cannavicci [19] pointed out, designers must therefore commit themselves to identifying the 
guidelines for the “humanization of public places” in order to “verify the key role of the chromatic 
component in the process of humanization of places and in the conception of space”. 
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1. Summary
Sound and color have been juxtaposed and connected in many fields and various periods of the 
history of Western Art – from the theories of harmony by Pythagoras to contemporary works of 
media art, which incorporate cables connecting sound sources to TV screens. However, no other 
period has blossomed in so many novel ideas and strategies for interlinking the fields of visible and 
audible art as the early 20th century. 
Firstly, as a hypothesis of this paper, I do claim that the relations of color and sound play a key role 
in the creative practice of famed artists of the time such as Wassily Kandinsky, Alexander Wallace 
Rimington, Mykalojus Konstantinas Čiurlionis and Alexander Scriabin. These particular artists are 
selected in order to stay within the framework of a very complex, but still in many ways single art 
tradition and thus avoid intercultural comparison, which would require a work of a far larger 
volume. Furthermore, by using the tool of comparative analysis we can distinguish the models in 
which the links between the two fields are formed and find similarities and differences in the 
strategies used by various artists. Secondly, I claim that the development of these artistic ideas is 
closely related to the tradition of color-organs, the topic of synaesthesia in the arts and the field of 
acoustics, thus defining sound-image as a cultural object helps in the process of this comparative 
analysis. 
I think it makes sense to look at what makes it possible to form a connection between sound and 
image in each of these author's works in order to search for common points and differences.

Keywords: Sound-image, Painting, Music, Art Interactions, Synesthesia, Modernist Aesthetics, 
Čiurlionis, Kandinsky, Scriabin, Rimington

2. Rimington's art of mobile colour
In order to be able to apply a comparative analysis, the best starting point might be the clearest 
strategies for creating sound-image and in this case, they are the ones that are described in books by 
the authors themselves.

In his book Color Music - Art of Mobile Colour, Rimington reveals that he had the goal of creating 
a new visual "[...] art dealing solely with colour for its own sake as music deals with sound" [1] 
and, in pursuit of that aim, sought common features of sound and visual light. The performance of 
this art was carried out using a color-playing instrument, and in this respect, along the paths called 
Castel and B. Bishop. According to Rimington, the spectrum of visible light is like one musical 
octave, and the intervals between the notes and the intervals between the colors are similar, but 
"Rather than attempting to show an exact parallel between vibration frequencies of light and sound, 
he divided the spectrum into intervals of the same proportions as occur in a musical" [2], And thus 
reveals the principle of communality, which is based on the connection between sound and light.
Based on this system, Rimington performed an accompaniment to music light, and in this part, he 
did not always rely on a rigorous score but left space and emotion and generalization, which 
necessarily did not match the emerging color, and was often associated with the instrument's timbre, 
phrase or musical mood change. So it can be summarized that the thought and feeling of the parallel 
between music and color intervals is the basis for the Rimington system. It is important to mention 



that Rimington introduced the aspect of time into visual art as an important element in the 
relationship between emotional and emotional effects of sounds and colors, and highlighted the 
differences between pigment and light-blended color, and thus turned the art of moving color into a 
sense, in a sense, autonomous.
I do not think it makes sense to try to analyze the painting of M. K. Čiurlionis by looking at the art 
of Rimington's art of mobile color because then it is only necessary to look for open color changes 
in connection with the color with the sound or the emotion created by it.

3. Kandinsky's emotional connections
One of the most influential artists in the history of Western art - Kandinsky did not devote his book 
Concerning the Spiritual in Arts to the subject of the relationship between sound and visuality, but 
in exploring the problem of artistic spirituality, the author presented in detail his perceptible 
associations of colors and music. According to W. Kandinsky, "Colour is the keyboard, the eyes are 
the hammers, the soul is the piano with many strings. The artist is the hand which plays, touching 
one key or another, to cause vibrations in the soul" [3]. In my opinion, this metaphor clearly reveals 
the basis on which Kandinsky imagined the connection between audio and video. In this way, the 
color used by the artist becomes a tool for directly creating experiences for the viewer as well as 
sound in music. So emotion is the element on which the author relied to look for a visual sound 
equivalent. For the sake of clarity, I would like to quote a few examples: According to him, "Violet 
is therefore both in the physical and spiritual sense a cooled red. It is consequently rather sad and 
ailing. It is worn by old women, and in China as a sign of mourning. In music it is an English horn, 
or the deep notes of wood instruments (e.g. a bassoon)” [4]. So purple and bassoon sounds are 
combined through the senses of "sadness and sickness". The artist combines the orange color with 
the old violin through the image of "man-assured power". He combines cold, bright red with 
chanting violin notes with "the fresh beauty of the face of a young girl" [5]. Like Rimington 
Kandinsky, he had the ambition to make painting as abstract as music.

The importance of the musical structures and the feelings that are being created in the formation of 
abstract visual art is also evidenced by the fact that in his first letter to A. Schoenberg W. Kandiskis 
says he is independent and distinctive in the existence of different voices in A. Schoenberg's 
compositions is exactly what Kandinsky is trying to convey in his paintings [6]. In addition, the 
painting “Impression III (Concert)” (Fig. 1) was painted by W. Kandinsky according to Munich in 
1911. hears the impression and emotional experience created by the string quartet of Schoenberg's 
work. In the later works of the artist, we can see, perhaps, only the music heard by W. Kandinsky 
himself, because "Many of his paintings portray time, rhythm, interval, and meter used to obtain the 
cosmic symphony he constantly emphasized" [7].
Considering that Kandinsky devoted much attention in his work to the dynamics and composition 
of the painting, his associations of colors and sounds could be better used to analyze the musicality 
of M. K. Čiurlionis' paintings, but we would not find any joints similarities to W. Kandinsky's 
associations.



Fig. 1 - W. Kandinsky, Impression III (Concert), oil on canvas, 1911

5. Scriabin's color harmony

The Russian composer Symbolist A. Scriabin reveals a unique way of combining visual and sound 
worlds in the symphony Prometheus: The Poem of Fire, where one of the parts of the score is 
dedicated to the organ of color (Luce) and, according to the original idea, complete the 
performance, even if not always done is a synthesis of sounds and colors, in which "the faster voice 
of the luce part is actually a linear representation of chord roots" [8]. Here we can see that the 
instrument used alone reveals similarity to Rimington's work.
Forming the relationship between colors and notes, A. Scriabin creates a parallel between the circle 
of colors and the consistency of colors in the spectrum of visible light. In order to create a universal 
color and harmonic communication system, A. Scriabin has created several variants until he has 
clarified what he used to build the Prometheus score, as he felt strongly the associations of certain 
harmonies and colors, and calculated the other relationships on the basis of the theory of perceptible 
relationships [9]. It is important to add that even with the consistency of color transformations, the 
composer is not limited to colors from purple to purple - he adds gray lead and steel tones to the 
notes and colors, which is, according to the author, beyond the spectrum of visible light. Certain 
colors were named by Scriabin as spiritual (Fis-dur) and the other by earth (C major, F major), and 
Prometheus were composed by these contradictions of harmony and color [10]. Here we can see a 
parallel with W. Kandinsky's theory, in which the feeling is that element that has both a color and a 
sound equivalent, even if the elements that the feeling connects and are different. We can see a 
significant difference in musical knowledge by comparing A. Scriabin's and W. Rimington's 
theories, which at first glance are similar, but the idea of harmony and color combination suggested 
by Scriabin includes broader elements and does not fall into the rainbow in contrast to the 
Rimington proposed system.



6. Čiurlionis's painted sonatas
Trying to apply this approach to the musicality of M. K. Čiurlionis' painting will once again be in a 
deadlock. So it is good to name painting as a mere painting, or to look for the inner logic of 
musicality, which does not obey even the thoughts of his contemporaries.
In Čiurlionis' paintings S. Jastrumskytė finds expressions of different sensory connections such as 
"synaesthetic height" [11] and "touch of light" [12], but according to her, "we may not find strict 
forms of musical synesthesia in the works of M. K. Čiurlionis" [13]. And this opens up the 
possibility of searching for structural connections, not strictly visual and musical, which, in my 
opinion, are most prominent in the cycle of sonata-type paintings.

Fig. 2 - M. K. Čiurlionis, Sonata IV (Sonata of the Summer), tempera on paper, 1908

M. K. Čiurlionis' summer sonata cycle (Fig. 2) consists of four paintings: Allegro, Andante, Scherzo 
and Finale. The Sonata cycle begins with the exposition - a part of Allegro, which presents the form 
of the cycle, the direction of its development and the motifs of a sonata, as in music. These qualities 
are captured through wide horizons, a wide range of motifs from a distance that allows you to 
familiarize yourself with the cycle's specific vision and fantasy space, and the rhythmic and color 
motifs that dominate the cycle. In the part of Allegro we can see the dominant motives of Andante, 
Scherzo and Finale, but from the great height, whose subtleties and qualities S. Jastrumskytė has 
examined and named in detail the synesthetic height and the feeling of space through vision [14]. It 
is also possible to see variations of a repetitive linear drawing of musical themes resembling 
different motifs. The motif of movement here is the curved diagonal of the water, which is repeated 
by the bar of floating ships, the bridges between the mountains, the smoke of the altars and the 
queues of winding trees as if it were a variation of the same theme or motif.
The slow, calm part of Andante brings a glance and highlights one motif in a stable and quiet 
composition. Andante puts us inside the first part, and we find ourselves on one of the hills above 
the oak shrub. In this part, the movement calms down, the rigid tree trunk vertical and the horizon 
line outline the shape of the cross, preventing the gaze from distractingly distracting and turning it 
to the center. Rolling oak branches and flat-shaped leaves not only create additional elements, as an 
accompaniment to the main melodic line, composite drawing, but at the same time it looks like a 
reflection of the hill in the sky as in water and even more framed, strengthens the composition. The 
space in this part is formed from a high point - from the top of the hill, but it is no longer so wide-
ranging, the sense of space here does not allow to stray from the dominant calm motive. As in 
music, Andante becomes a relaxed respite inviting you to watch the thinnest and most subtle 
nuances after the motifs of Allegro.



The third part, Scherzo, is part of the dance, it moves us to another motif already presented in the 
Allegro, but in an unexpected way - the artist moves the viewer into between the gates of the 
palaces and, if more accurately, moves us between the dancing birds. Movement, like the pace of a 
dance, becomes more active. Even if the horizontal is dominated by a cloud, the trees, flying birds 
and gates and walls of a palace, the work is not centered. Spot layout and a sharp diagonal re-
guiding the viewer. Just like in the dance, there is a triple count: three fishes, three patches that form 
diagonals, and three horizontally separated media.
Sonata is completed in Finale, which takes the look from the details to the whole. Previously seen 
motifs intertwine and form a new compound. Bridges, hills, altar smoke, steam and clouds of water 
turn at the same time and cover, and reveal a winning, or praying, figure that hand, crown, and the 
towers that make up it up stand like a tree. Clouds and vapors emphasize the diagonal and swell by 
filling the vertical movement of the arm, crown and towers with the image moving around the 
center. As in music, the pace becomes more active compared to Scherz, the motives are repeated, 
but form a whole and sum up the whole sonata.
This example reveals that M. K. Čiurlionis did not create timbre and color combinations of specific 
notes or instruments, but used the composition as a unit for conveying the feeling. The artist has 
linked the structural and dynamic constructs, rhythmic and melodic features of music, consistency 
with time and composition of the elements in the image space.

7. Conclusion
Summarizing the comparative analysis and the little truth about the truth, we can say that all of the 
artists we discussed in our aesthetic theories and artistic practice relied on different logic and 
formed relationships between audio and video in individual ways. For this reason, none of these 
artists' thoughts can be directly applied to the work of contemporaries. On the other hand, in all of 
these distinctive artistic expressions, we can see a hole in a vector drawing a line from sound or 
music toward painting or light.
M. Čiurlionis, who quickly evolved from neo-romanticism to aesthetics of modernism, did not 
create a universal theory that combines sound with image, which can be embedded in the text as a 
rule, unlike Mr Rimington or A. Scriabin. The artist was well versed in music and visual arts, so he 
could search for common points in these languages not only on the basis of personal experiences 
but also through theoretical knowledge. That is exactly what the case of M. K. Čiurlionis' creation is 
special - when he is a professional in both artistic languages he does not need to create a picture 
created by another artist to create a symphony or a sonata created by another composer.
On the other hand, unlike his great companion and, to some extent, a more rational opponent, W. 
Kandinsky, who has created the musical compositions inspired by Schoenberg's music, M. K. 
Čiurlionis carries out all of our briefly discussed translation processes within himself and from 
himself. By combining musical and visual expression through the personal perception of the world, 
knowledge of theories of both fields, fantasies and special sensitivity, M. K. Čiurlionis creates such 
a structure of paintings that reveals the musical flow of the motif, transforming into polyphonic 
polyphony of images and purely figurative means of expression. Even if there is no specific piece of 
art that is transferred from one artistic expression to another, the logic of the different artistic 
expressions strongly affects each other.
To sum up, even if each idea is based on a different logic of formation of audio-visual 
communications and generates highly distinctive results, all of the strategies discussed in this 
comparative aspect reflect the revolutionary maximalist aspirations of modern art, as well as the 
individuality, originality of the creative potential of these extraordinary talented and innovative 



creators. All the above-mentioned segments of the creative potential of the artists in question are of 
exceptional importance, giving these creators the ability to transform one artistic expression into 
another as if passing through the prism. Hence, a specific artist with unique creative potential and 
personal solutions and associations is central, and they become an element connecting sounds with 
colors or musical structures with the composition of paintings.

By analysing the ideas of Wassily Kandinsky presented in his book Concerning the Spiritual in Arts 
we can distinguish a very personal approach, which encompasses association of color and sonic 
ideas, which highly differ from the ideas by Alexander Wallace Rimington presented in his book 
Colour-Music: The Art of Mobile Colour, which is based on connections of the two fields based on 
a logical and rather unpersonalized approach. However, we can argue that it is questionable whether 
an unpersonalized approach is even possible if we include the ideas of Alexander Scriabin into the 
discussion. By including Scriabin‘s Prometheus: The Poem of Fire we can see that the composer 
also tried to creative universal system, but it turned out far different from the model proposed by 
Rimington due to the different backgrounds in music theory, as Scriabin‘s model is based on the 
circle of fifths rather than a linear progression. Furthermore, if we include the analysis of the Sonata 
Paintings by Čiurlionis we can find another model of connecting the two fields based on a structural 
level. In this strategy, each note or sound is not connected with a certain color, but rather the whole 
structure of a piece of art.
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1. Introduction
In the 18th century, the Enlightenment’s principles inspired a new genre of painting, music and the 
“new science” flowed in Europe. One of the primary elements of the culture of the Enlightenment 
was the rise of the public sphere. The word "public" implies the highest level of inclusivity – the 
public sphere by definition should be open to all. However, this sphere was only public to relative 
degrees. Additionally, most institutions of the public sphere excluded both women and the lower 
classes. An important development was the popularization of science among an increasingly literate 
population. Les Philosophes (Philosophers) introduced the public to many scientific theories, most 
notably through the Encyclopédie and the popularization of Newtonianism by Voltaire and Émilie du 
Châtelet. Some works are more formal and included explanations of scientific theories for individuals 
lacking the educational background to comprehend the original scientific text. The popular works 
were written in a discursive style, which was laid out much more clearly for the reader than the 
complicated articles or treatises. Articles on scientific topics appeared in popular women’s magazines 
and books designed to introduce women to scientific disciplines. Noted examples of this popular new 
genre include Francesco Algarotti’s Newtonianism for Ladies or Dialogues above light and colours 
(1737). This book was an 18th century best seller, and was one of the main channels through which 
Newtonian ideas reached the public, not only women, in continental Europe. The two groups of the 
fashionable female amateur and the learned female scientist are brought together in the book. 
Algarotti illustrated the book with an engraving of Émilie du Châtelet and himself set in a rustic scene. 
The text explained the principles of Newton's Opticks while avoiding much of the mathematical rigor 
of the work in favour of a more "agreeable" text. In the book, Algarotti presents Newton as a follower 
of the Galilean tradition and the first modern philosopher. The distinguishing feature of the book is 
that he presents the theory about the nature of light and colours by means the Newton’s experiments. 
He shares with Galileo and Locke the same idea about the scientific value of experience, in antithesis 
with the Cartesian method. The description of some of Newton’s experiments on the nature of light 
and colours in the form of a gentle dialogue has a great educational value, because it does not demand 
any geometrical or algebraic knowledge. On this point of view, the literary quotes are always totally 
justified and meaningful. Algarotti writes the verses in the beginning “o, of the golden sevenfold light 
the myriad ardent, mixed and glorious colours”, in honour of Laura Bassi, professor of Philosophy 
and Physics at the University of Bologna. This quote shows his attention to the experimental method 
and remember the period in which Algarotti himself studied Physics at the University of Bologna. 
In this article, the authors want to underline the importance of Algarotti's book for the dissemination 
of Newton's ideas that until had been shared only by scholars. In the eighteenth century, as already 
pointed out, the salons, where literature and science conversations were held, were also very 
important. In the salons, the conversations were held also by women, who, despite not being able to 
attend schools, had to know and talk about the latest discoveries. 
So, the Algarotti’s book explains Newton's theory in a simpler and more formless way, also with 
rhetorical figures and literary verses. Therefore, the Algarotti’s book nowadays is witness of the 
women interest in science in eighteen centuries. 

2. Importance of decomposition of White Light in Eighteenth century
In eighteenth century we have a reassessment of the connections between practical techniques, 
philosophical ideas and the cultures in which they resided. The production of dyes, pigments and 
glazes were well established industries. Colour was a subject of systematic experimental and 



theoretical investigations in sciences. Colour brought philosophical ideas close to everyday 
experience. In books and lectures directed at popular audiences, colour was used to illustrate 
connections between methods and theories, emphasizing the familiarity and practicality of colour 
making techniques. The characterization of the chemistry in eighteenth century as under fledged in 
comparison to physics meant that mainly Mathematics, Mechanics, Optics and Dioptrics were present 
in discussions of colour practices. Reference to Newton, Descartes, Gassendi and even Aristotle were 
obligatory in practical writing intended for publication. Colour was part of a developing art or 
tangential to science. 
The expanded place of the sciences in public and private life explains the interest in learning the book 
of nature, that the sciences provided with exemplary systems, visible or invisible as the laws of motion 
or mathematics. There were many strategies for disseminanting informations. The transfer could 
purely verbal, like in Conversazioni or lectures, or by means of combination of verbal and visual 
strategies (Fig. 1). Colour was a topic with clear connection to the science. It suggested visible and 
tangible opportunities to join theories and practice, providing a unitary focus for systematic 
conjecture and experiment. [7] 

Fig. 1 Conversazioni or lectures 

3. Newton prism experiment
Between 1665 and 1666, Isaac Newton realized with the prism a series of experiments that radically 
transformed traditional ideas about the nature of light and colours. He made a small hole in the 
window of his perfectly darkened room. He caused a prism to intercept the ray of light that penetrated 
from the small opening, projecting the image onto a wall several meters away, on which he observed 
a non-circular, but elongated spectrum in which all the colours of the 'iris. Newton also showed the 
reversibility of the experiment: by projecting the polychrome spectrum on a converging lens, the 
white light beam was in fact regenerated. From these experiments he deduced that the colours were 
not, as Aristotle had assumed from Descartes, accidental modifications of white light. The latter no 
longer appeared as an elementary but heterogeneous substance: the product, that is, of mixing 
different colours. Newton correctly stated that the spectrum appeared elongated because the various 
colours have different indices of refraction. He derived from this discovery the idea of the reflecting 
telescope, capable of considerably attenuating the annoying effects of chromatic aberration. The 
results of this research were published by Newton in the Philosophical Transactions of the Royal 
Society in 1672 and 1675. The Newtonian theory of light and colour stirred lively debates. The 
comparison with the wave theory of light supported by Huygens was particularly lively. 



Experiment’s description [10] 
Place a prism (whose angle fbd is about 60 °) in a dark room in which the Sun passes only through a 
small round hole k and holding it near the hole k so that the rays being equally refracted in n and in 
h, project rstv colours on the opposite wall (Fig. 2). 
The colours are refracted forming an oblong shape bounded in the sides r and s by straight lines. The 
amplitude rs is 2 1/3 inches, their length about 7 or 8 inches and the distance of the centres of red and 
blue (p and q) are about 3 inches. The distance of the rstv wall from the prism is 260 inches (about 
6.70meters)1. 
In another experiment, Newton took a prism on a face of which he placed a sheet of paper with 
different bands parallel to the edges of the prism and placed at a regular distance. 
Passing through these cracks, the sunlight, collected on a screen near the prism, produced a coloured 
line at each slot. However, as soon as the screen moved away, white formed in the central part of the 
spectrum. If the screen was placed at an even greater distance, the whole spectrum reappeared. 

Fig. 2 - Newton's experiment drawing (G.Mele) 

4. Francesco Algarotti: a Venetian polymath
Count Francesco Algarotti (1712–1764) was an eclectic scholar: philosopher, poet, essayist, art critic 
and art collector. He was a man of broad knowledge, an expert in Newtonianism, architecture and 
music and a friend of most of the leading authors of his times, as Voltaire, Jean-Baptiste de Boyer, 
Pierre-Louis de Maupertuis. Lord Chesterfield, Thomas Gray, Metastasio, Benedict XIV and  
Heinrich von Brühl were among his correspondents. Algarotti was born in Venice as the son of a rich 
merchant.  Unlike his older brother Bonomo, he did not step into the company, but decided to become 
an author. Francesco studied natural sciences and mathematics in Bologna under Francesco Maria 
Zanotti and in 1728 he experimented with optics. At the age of twenty, he went to Paris, where he 
became friendly with Voltaire and Émilie du Châtelet. The first French introduction to Newtonianism 
and the Principia was Eléments de la philosophie de Newton, published by Voltaire in 1738. Émilie 
du Châtelet's translation of the Principia, published after her death in 1756, helped to spread Newton's 

1 1 inch= 38 centimeters 



theories beyond scientific academies and the university. The first significant work that expressed 
scientific theory and knowledge expressly for the laity, in the vernacular and with the entertainment 
of readers in mind, was Bernard de Fontenelle's Conversations on the Plurality of Worlds (1686). The 
book was produced specifically for women with an interest in scientific writing and it inspired a 
variety of similar works and pushed Algarotti to write his book about Newton’s Optics during his 
stay in Cirey, guest of Voltaire and du Châtelet.  
When he was in London, where he was made a fellow of the Royal Society, joined the friends’ circle 
of Lady Mary Wortley Montagu, between them there was Elisabeth Carter, the poet, linguist and 
polymath, which later translated his book. In 1737, Algarotti left for Italy and finished Neutonianismo 
per le dame (Newtonianism for Ladies), dedicated to Bernard le Bovier de Fontenelle, a work 
intended for the popularization of Newtonian philosophy and addressed to women.  
Algarotti wrote Il Newtonianesimo per le dame, ovvero Dialoghi sopra la Luce e i Colori as a series 
of six dialogues. [1] 
First dialogue: introduction; a general Idea of Physics, and an Explanation of the most remarkable 
Hypothesis concerning light and colours. 
Second dialogue: That Qualities, such as light, colours, and the like, are not really in Bodies. 
Metaphysical Doubts concerning our Sensations of then Explication of the general Principles of 
Optics. 
Third dialogue: Several Particulars relating to Vision, Discoveries in Optics, and a Confutation of 
the Cartesian System 
Fourth dialogue: Encomium an Experimental Philosophy, and an Exposition of the Neutonian 
System of Optics 
Fifth dialogue: Exposition of the Neutonian Philosophy continued 
Sixth dialogue: Exposition of the Neutonian universal Principle of Attractions and Application of 
this Principle to Optics. 

5. Newtonianism for Ladies
Algarotti began his book with the following sentence 
I am putting the last touches to my Dialoghi, which have found grace in the eyes of the belle Émilie 
and the savant Voltaire. I try, when near them, to acquire those choice terms, that charming turn of 
speech with which I should like to embellish my work. 
Algarotti illustrated the book with an engraving of Émilie and himself set in a rustic scene, which 
represented the Cirey gardens with the château on the right.  

Fig. 3 -  source Linda Hall Library of Science, Engineering & Technology 



The marquise was highly flattered at being placed at the head of the work to represent “wit, grace, 
imagination, and science.” The text explained the principles of Newton's Opticks while avoiding 
much of the mathematical rigor of the work in favour of a more "agreeable" text. The book was later 
published with a title that did not refer to women, leading some to believe that the female branding 
of the book was a ploy to avoid censorship.  Algarotti might make modifications, certainly not 
improving the text, in the most famous editions following the first. The modification are both in the 
content and in the expressive form, in order to avoid a further condemnation, or the accusation of 
harmful work to Morals of young people. He eliminated any reference to the sensationalist 
gnoseology and the praise of experimental philosophy, every positive judgement of ancient atomism, 
and every expression deemed excessively free and polemical.  
The "tone” of research, of direct investigation, the language so close to the daily use of the things, 
which we find in the first edition of the "Dialogues", is less in the following ones. The civil tension 
and the true will of renewal, well detectable in the first edition-in the purpose of presenting the 
experimental philosophy as a methodology valid in every field, from natural research to political 
practice-are lost in a "neutral" dissemination of the only scientific results of Newton. 
Condemned by decree of April 1739, the book appeared in the 1744 edition of the Index Librorum 
Prohibitorum (List of Prohibited Books). From 1746, the new prints presented a revised title (the last 
was Dialogue above the Neutonian Optics) and significant variations. Algarotti added a new dialogue, 
which he imagines to happen several years after the others, and an appendix containing some 
scientific dissertations. From 1750, Algarotti replaced the Proemio, originally dedicated to 
Fontenelle, with another dedicated to Frederick II, King of Prussia and the literary style becomes 
more austere and academic. [11] 
Newtonianism for Ladies was an eighteenth-century best seller, and was one of the main channels 
through which Newtonian ideas reached the public, not only women, in continental Europe. 
The two groups of the fashionable female amateur and the learned female scientist are brought 
together in the book. The distinguishing feature of the book is that Algarotti present the theory about 
the nature of light and colours by means the Newton’s experiments. Algarotti shares with Galileo and 
Locke the same idea about the scientific value of experience, in antithesis with the Cartesian method. 
In the book, he presents Newton as a follower of the Galilean tradition and the first modern 
philosopher. 

Fig. 4 
The description of some of Newton’s experiments on the nature of light and colours in the form of a 
genteel dialogue has a great educational value, because it does not demand any geometrical or 
algebraic knowledge. On this point of view, the literary quotes are always totally justified and 
meaningful. Algarotti wrote the verses in the beginning “o, of the golden sevenfold light the myriad 
ardent, mixed and glorious colours”, in honour of Laura Bassi, professor of Philosophy and Physics 



at the University of Bologna. This quote shows his attention to the experimental method and 
remember the period in which Algarotti himself studied Physics following Francesco Zanotti at the 
University of Bologna. 
At the beginning of the first dialogue, Algarotti turns to the Marquise declaiming the following 
verses: 

The sevenfold light  
Whence ev’ry pleasing charm of colour springs, 
And forms the gay variety of things 

In fact, the Algarotti intends to speak about the optics and in particular wants to explain to the 
Marquise how the light, according to Newton's opinion, is not simple and pure but like each ray of 
sun is a bundle or composed of red rays, some orange colour, yellow, green, indigo and violated. 
From the composition of these seven colours in a direct ray from the Sun, arises the white or rather 
golden colour of Light: that if this direct Ray from the Sun is refracted by a certain Glass called a 
Prism, these rays of which is composed differing in colour, differ also in degrees of refrangibility. 

Algarotti then explains also the two accidents of reflexion and refraction. Reflexion happens when 
by a collision of the globules of light with the solid part of bodies, these globules are repelled back 
again as a ball rebounds when it is struck against the Earth. 
Refraction is caused when the globules of light passing through air, water, glass, meet with the pores 
and cavities of these bodies, so that the ray, which is only a chain of globules breaks and is turned out 
of its proper path and takes a different direction from what it had before. 

6. Conclusion
In his Dialogues, Algarotti wants to explain in simple terms the prism experiments conducted by 
Newton to demonstrate the composition of sunlight. 
He tells the lady to think she is in a room, completely in the dark except for that little light that can 
come in from a narrow, round glimmer from which a ray of sunshine comes. 
At a certain distance from the glimmer, there is a glass prism, which receives through it that 
glimmer of light. 
The prism must be situated so that with one face looks at the ceiling of the room, with the other the 
glimmer and with the third the wall facing the glimmer. One of the edges must face the floor. 
The ray of the sun, which penetrates the face that looks at the glimmer, comes out of the one that 
looks at the wall so that the prism refracts it and sends it straight over the wall of the room that 
faces the glimmer. 
The luminous trace is no longer, like the one that the straight beam impressed on the floor. 
That one was white and almost round, while this one is five times longer than the width, it is four-
sided and rounded at the ends and the light is broken down into seven colours. 
The seven colours are arranged as follows: first red, then orange, then yellow, green, blue and 
indigo and finally purple. 
Turning the prism a little around itself, the ray of sun becomes more or less oblique to the face on 
which it falls. Thus, the order of refraction can be changed and the coloured image can be seen 
rising or falling from the wall. Stop the prism when the ray, so to the point of coming out, is equally 
inclined to the faces of the prism. Then the colours are even more beautiful and bright. 
Né il superbo pavon si vago in mostra, 
spiega la pompa dell’occhiute piume, 
né l’iride si bella indora e innostra. 
Il curvo grembo e rugiadoso al lume2 

2 Neither the superb peacock wanders in the exhibition, explains the pomp of the eyed feathers, nor the iris is beautiful 
and gilds it with its own. The curved womb is dewy by the light 



Algarotti, by means the literary quotes or his own verses, achieved the goal to reach the dissemination 
of scientific culture among the women. Women participated in the conversations and discussions, 
often they conducted the dialogues themselves. The book of Algarotti was fundamental precisely for 
this spread of the Newtonian ideas even in these private environments. 
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Semantics of Colour in the Sufism of Rumi 
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                                                                                            How canst thou ever see red, green and scarlet 
                                                                                                  Unless thou seest the light  first of all?  

 
                                                                                                                         Whinfield, MI Story V. 

 
1. Introduction 
The great mystic Sufi poet Rumi, was an ecstatic and a follower of the aesthetic theory. He has                  
adopted the doctrine of Wahdat al- Wujūd with a Malamati enthusiasm. His name Mawlānā Jalāl               
ad- Dīn Balḵi, which is known briefly as Rumi, was connected to the concept of Anadolu, referring                 
to the Anatolian Seljuk Sultanate or The Sultanate of Rum. Rumi arrived Konya, Anatolia during               
the Islamization and Turkification period of the region. The official language of the Sultanate was               
Persian. Arabic was the language of religion and science while Persian was used for literature and                
administrative purposes but the Army and common people spoke Turkish. Rumi used Arabic and              
Persian in his professional engagements but his works were in Persian. The literary language he               
used was at an intermediate level and he chose to address to common people. The first literary                 
language in Anatolia was formed on the basis of the Oğuz Language. There is no doubt that one                  
should have a full knowledge of Rumi so as to understand the first Turkish literary works produced                 
in Anatolia. For instance Yunus Emre, who is one of the greatest representatives of Sufi poetry,                
borrowed the mystic concepts directly from him and made use of the same content. Therefore, the                
literary works written by poets like Yunus Emre, Golšahri and Āshık Pasha, who were inspired by                
Rumi in semantic terms, were able to survive until today and they gave us the opportunity to know                  
what the Old Anatolian Turkish (OAT) was like in XIII. and XIV. centuries [KÖP, 328]. Besides,                
the question of when Rumi’s works were transferred to Turkish is related to the literary language of                 
OAT. On the other hand, the distinguished Sufi scholar Gölpınarlı, who translated Rumi from              
Persian to modern Turkish, consulted the corpora of OAT in his translation of Dīvān-e Kabīr or                
Dīvān-e Šams-e Tabrīzī. Gölpınarlı also finalized the complete translation of Mathnawi which was             
first published by Veled Çelebi İzbudak, one of Rumi’s grandsons, between 1942-46. Accordingly,             
this paper aims to question the role of colours in Rumi’s Sufism through the vocabulary retrieval                
and the analysis of target language with synchronic method.  
 
2. The Basic Colour Terms of OAT for Rumi Used in Today’s Translations 
Mawlānā Jalāl ad- Dīn chose to appeal to the common people but his colour language was                
determined by the urban life and urban culture. Therefore, the surviving colour vocabulary based              
on OAT is suited to Berlin/Kay eleven-term paradigm. One of the aims of forming Rumi’s Basic                
colour System is to show that the broad colour vocabulary existing within the thousands of distiches                
is equal to the colour classification of a language. There is no doubt that such an attempt will also                   
reveal the poets’ attitude of colour depending on their audience.  
 
The Berlin and Kay’s five-term colour system for OAT in Rumi’s traductions are:  
 
ak<Tk  /white<Eng  I  kara<Tk  /black<Eng  I   kızıl< Tk  /red<Eng  I   yeşil<Tk  /green<Eng I  
sarı<Tk  /yellow<Eng I  
while the standard Turkish BCTs are as follows: 
beyaz<Ar  /white<Eng I  siyah<Pers /black<Eng I  kırmızı< Ar  /red<Eng I  yeşil<Tk / green<Eng I  
sarı<Tk  /yellow<Eng I  
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From the loan words of Arabic and Persian origin, siyah (black) and kırmızı (red) are based on                 
pigments and dyes which are signs of the urban character. All that remains is only two colour                 
names of Turkish origin, while yeşil (green); sarı (yellow) and now, ak (white ), kara (black) and                 
kızıl (red) become non- BCT’s anymore.  
 
As for BCTs of the universal and evolutionary paradigm apart from Persian to Turkish:  
 

ak<Tk /white<Eng (sefid<Pers) I kara<Tk /black<Eng (siyah<Pers) I kızıl<Tk /red<Eng (surh<Pers) I            

yeşil<Tk /green<Eng (sebz<Pers) I sarı<Tk  /yellow<Eng (zerd> Pers) I 

 

Besides, there is the continuum of yeşil and gök, rendered in English as turquoise (firuze<Pers).               
And some interesting expressions denoting literally ‘the green sky’ like yemyeşil gök, yeşil gök or               
gömgök/ göğermek appear for non-focal usages of ‘GRUE’ in G/Bu macro category. The omission              
of gök looks like to be a preference for the green of the Islamic acculturation and the common                  
ancient culture. In addition, gök seems to be considered as the colour of the infidels and its function                  
is reduced and it is used solely for negative meanings. What is more, Persian and Arabic loan                 
words started to appear in translations: Beyaz<Ar /white (sefid), siyah<Pers/black (siyah)           
kırmızı<Pers/ red (kirmiz<Pers). While Persian kabut is equal to deep blue and azraq to sky blue or                 
azure, equivalences among gök/ mavi<Ar / blue (kabud/ azraq), mavi/blue and mavi/azure            
emerged. Pembe/rose coloured, al/ scarlet for orange, boz/grey/ with boz/brune<Fr /brown and            
benefşe/violet (banafsha<Pers)  exemplify the last terms of the paradigm.  
 
 
Table 1. The Basic Colors Terms of Rumi through the Old Anatolian Turkish 

 
 
Ak “white” (sefid) : for colour and face  [DI, 112, 316], mule, Burro [DVI,501] 
 
Kara “black” (siyah): for eye [DI, 151] yüz “face” [MES I, 62] yüzlü “faced” [MES II, 219], and kara yüzlü                    
“black faced”  [Mes II, 10]  black faced [BRO, 431(n.1)] 
 
Kızıl “red’’ (surh): Gül “rose” and şarap “ wine” [DII, 24,155], lâle gibi kızıl yüz “red face like tulip”  
[DI, 191], kızıl çehreli “red faced” [MES I, 36] and red faced as in honorable which is nonexistent in Turkish                    
[BRO, 431(n.1)] (Sorḵ-rū ), “red faced,” is another term for “honorable”[IRA,color] 
 
Yeşil “green” (sebz) : Zühre’s (Venus) garment, [DVI, 458], Al Khidr [INC, 166]; (sebz- pūsh), houris and                 
angels dressed in green [WIND, 58], the silk garments of those in heaven [ RÜZ, 43]  
 
Sarı “yellow” (zerd): Yüz “face”, sapsarı “intensely yellow” [DII, 23], metaphors like gold, saffron and               
yellow describing lover’s complexion turning pale are non existent in Turkish [DI, 154, 332, 383], samur                
sarık bağı “ yellow sable turban cord” as a sign of Jewishness [DI, 503], turning pale described by the                   
metaphor of hay. [BRO, 265]. In addition, a pun made by samankapan “dark yellow-kahruba” [INC, 211]                
exists in Yunus Emre. The depiction of lover’s complexion, which is in fact known to be bright yellow like                   
gold, as pale chromème.[BRO, 267, 265], Rumi emphasises that the brightness of a colour is better than a                  
pale reflection of it which shows that he an approach made to the smallest components that is chromème of                   
colours. [ODE, 260] 
 

 



Gök “turquoise” (firuze): Gömgök “dark blue” [MES I, 263], ekinler göğermek “to grow crops” [DII, 17],                
and as for the verbs, firuze is to describe the sky [BRO, 156] firuzeye dönmek “to turn into turquoise”, firuze                    
olmamak “not to be turquoise” [DII, 112, 252] 
 
Boz “grey” with Boz “brown”: Boz, gris [OM, 93], rust coloured [LEW F.D, 263], and for hırka “coat” [DI,                   
137] 
 
Boz “brown”[as troug. 91] and boz [RUZ, 31], brune [INC, 36], bozarmak “to turn brown” [DI, 332] for                  
verb. 
 
Pembe/rose coloured: Beloved’s rosy face [BRO, 162, 170] 
 
Al “scarlet”: For orange, blusher [DII, 365]”blusher”, écarlate for tulip [İncendie, 208] and finally turunç               
“bitter orange”, as prototype of the orange. 
 
Benefşe ”violet” (banafsha): Benefşe [BRO, 167], la violette, can be described as indigo [incendie, 83] or                
(azraq push) [BRO, 265]. Violet and blue were mourning colours of ancient Persia [DV,  746 ]  
 

 
______________________________________ 
 
 
Table 2. Some of Non- Basic Colors Terms in Rumi 

 
 
 
Katran [DI, 78], katran gibi “kara- black like tar”[MI, 207] 
 
Sürme, “tutya” [DVI, 524], antimony, rastıklar çekmek [DI, 220] ”tinge with kohl” 
 
Gümüş bedenli [DI, 100], au cops d’argent[ODE, 124] yüzler gümüşe dönmek “faces turning silver” 
[DI, 93] 
 
Allık [D II, 365] blusher  
 
Hümeyrâ, woman with a pink white skin [DVI, 221,506] 
 
Nesrin, “eglantine” (Nasrīn ) is pink [BRO, 231] 
 
Gülbeşeker, “fragrant rose petals jam”[DI,117], “the conserve of roses”/ “rose marmelade” [NEV, Vol. 1,  4, 
70],  gol- shekar [ODE, 62, 63] 
 
Kan kırmızı, “blood- red” tears, [BRO, 265] 
 
Lâ’l [MII, 23], light red, [DVI,465], garnet [BRO, 265]; “ruby” [CHI, 100], rouge rubis [INC, 65]; lâ’l renkli                  
şarap [DI, 16] is translated as “ruby coloured wine”[ NEV, Vol I, 5]; Yāqūt is dark ruby [BRO, 156]                   
corundum like (ruby) like fire [BRO, 383] 
 
Rummāni, narçiçeği rengi “colour of pomegranate flower”, parlak kırmızıturuncu “bright red-orange”,           
“pomegranate-colour corundum” [BRO, 518]  
 

 



Erguvan renkli “arghūwān coloured” is equal to crimson that is associated with red wine[BRO, 162,163], vin                
pourpre [ODE 175, 117] comme la tulipe, erguvan gibi kızarmak “to blush like judas tree” [MI, 203], benzi                  
erguvana dönmek [MII, 188], “turn to red” 
 
Nar çiçeği gibi kırmızı yüz “face in a bright red colour” [DII, 365], a prototype of “pomegranate flower                  
colour” in Turkish.  
 
Gül renkli “rose colour” [MII, 86], visage de rose [ODE, 107] 
 
Kınalı ayak [DI, 321] “hennaed feet”, kadına özgü boyanma, süs “feminine make-up, ornament”. 
 
Akik, aqīq, carnelian [BRO, 431, 150] “reddish stone”[WIND, 58], “la pierre rougeâtre”, la cornaline [INC, 
97] 
 
Mercan kesilmek [DII, 143]  “to be coral red”, coral [BRO, 1314] 
 
Altın sarısı gibi “golden yellow” [MI, 102], altın yaldız “gold gilding”[MII, 55], 
 
Safran gibi sararmak [MI, 203], “turn pale”,  a metaphor of saffron. 
 
Lacivert, Lājiward (Lapis Lazuli) “navy blue” [BRO, 156, 160] 
 
(Kehribar, kahruba) saman kapan,  koru sarı renkte, “dark yellow” [DVI, 568] 
 
Mor “purple” or Duhāni, duman rengi “smoke colour” as the colour of mourning [MI, 333, 42],                
colourlessness  
 
Duman renginde [DI 349] “in the colour of smoke”  
 
Amber gibi renk [DI 270] “colour like kahruba” 
 

 
____________________________________ 
 
3. Influence of Rumi on Sufi poets of OAT 
This part investigates into the similarities and differences between Rumi and Turkish poets on              
whom Rumi had a significant influence. Golšahri adopted his pseudonym after the city Gülşehri              
which is today known as Kırşehir. As a poet, Golšahri had a pleasant and colourful style. Köprülü                 
suggests that while his depictions of nature are very colourful and rudimentary, his genre is very                
lively and careful [KÖP, .341/55]. Golšahri had the same five-term colour system as Rumi and the                
most interesting point is Gök is the focal term at the sixth stage [GÜLŞ, 121/1934] . Boz [GÜLŞ,                  
143/1297] and Benefşe [GÜLŞ, 132/2114, 225/3630] “violet” (banafsha) and for the Orange, the             
prototype of Turunc in Rumi is replaced by the Persian Narenc. Pembe “rose coloured” and               
Boz/Grey like many other terms are present only as non-BCT. However, Golšahri uses the Persian               
versions of certain terms. For instance, instead of Sürme rengi, Kühli<Kôhl “kohl coloured”             
[GÜLŞ, 23/382], for Black, Küfri [GÜLŞ, 36/583] and as for Ay yüzlü “mah-ruy” [GÜLŞ, 336/42]               
were preferred by him. 
 
Āshık Pasha, who is one of the pioneers of Turkish in Anatolia, also lived in Kırşehir and                 
completed his mathnawi of 10592 distiches called Gharib-nameh in 1330. The influences of             
Mevlana and Yunus Emre on this work can be observed in the five-term colour system as well. A                  
continuum of Grue that is Gök kap [ĀSH, 145,146] is used for walnut skin at the sixth stage of the                    

 



system. In addition, the focal state of Gök that is “gömgök” [ĀSH, 326/6345] is used to indicate                 
“intensely blue, dark blue” [TRED, 407] as well as celestiality. While referring to colours of hair                
and beard, he uses Boz olmak “to become Boz/Grey”, depicting with the chromème of white               
becoming dirty and black getting dusty [ĀSH, 396]. Another example is Boz atlu and atı Boz “                 
roan/grey horse” which is a symbol of celestiality [ĀSH, 312, 439]. As a non-BCT, Yüzünü toprak                 
eylemek “to rub one’s face with soil” means to “be heavily attached to someone” is related to the                  
concept of brown. Müşk-buy, which is as a beautiful hair scent, is used for “dark coloured” hair                 
[ĀSH, 332] and Kafūrī “colour of camphor, very white” [ĀSH, 166] are both the expressions of                
synaesthesia. While Akça denotes gold and silver coin, akça ay [ĀSH 380] means “silver moon”.               
Finally Saçı dündür [ĀSH, 29/175] “night coloured hair” in Āshık Pasha seems to expose the               
influence of Yunus Emre’s “Miʿrāj (the night of ascension) coloured hair” for the context of the                
miraculous night journey of the Prophet Muhammed.  

 
After an investigation into the colour terms of Yunus Emre’s Divân and Risâletü’n Nushiyye, one               
could infer that he likens the nature to a bride in a red and green - which are complementaries-                   
bridal gown, and it could be suggested that the red here is made of kızıl boya or kızıl kök [TRED                    
1991: 662] “madder” due to the period. Al (Atalay 394) which represents “orange”, stands as a                
metaphor in the description of children being slaughtered like the devastation of red-orange flowers              
[TAT/NO 82/3]. Gökren/Gökrek are synonyms of Gömgök “intensely blue” used by Āshık Pasha             
[TAT/D 448, 306/7] to represent katran denizi “the sea of tar” which is also black on the judgement                  
day and as a religious image it is related to the macro Black of old Arabic language.  
 
Using the Grue feature of Gök, Yunus Emre makes a simile between Gök ekini “cutting up the                 
green crops” [TRED 406] and the young people being are slaughtered [TAT, 388]. While Yunus               
experiences a spiritual drunkenness through güli sherbet [TAT, 25] made of scented pink rose ‘Rosa               
damascena Mill.’ Rumi is crushed and turns into gülbeşeker, the oldest dessert of luxurious prestige               
cuisine. Basic Colour Terms classified and adopted in accordance with Berlin and Kay [B&K, 2].               
Table 3. exemplifies the colour systems of the Stage VII in Berlin and Kay’s evolutionary sequence                
for the translated vocabulary retrieval of Rumi and Yunus Emre.  
 
 
Table 3.  Basic color systems in Rumi’s and Yunus Emre 

 
 
Rumi: ak ‘white’ I kara ‘black’ I kızıl ‘red’ I  yeşil ‘green’ I  sarı ‘yellow’ I  gök ‘turquoise’ I   

I  boz ‘brown’  I  boz ‘grey’ I  pembe ‘rosy’ I al ‘scarlet’ I benefşe ‘violet’ I 

 

Yunus Emre: ak ‘white’ I kara ‘black’ I kızıl ‘red’ I  yeşil ‘green’ I  sarı ‘yellow’ I  gök ‘blue’ I  

 I boz ‘brown’ I boz ‘grey’ I  I al ‘orange’ I    

 
______________________________________ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Tablo 4. Old Anatolian Turkish retrieval in Rumi and problems of translation  
 

COLOR BASIC COLOR TERMS 

Yeşil “Gönül bahçesinin yemyeşil, terütaze goncalar, güller, 
 serviler ve yaseminlerle dolu olduğunu gör!” [MI, 1896 / 98] 

 
 

“Behold the the garden of the heart, green and fresh and new, 
full of rosebuds and cypress and jasmine”  [CHI, 283] 

Yeşil-Gök “Ansızın öylesine bir dalga gelir ki ta yemyeşil gök kubbeye yücelir” [DI LVII/725-92] 

 “Hidden secrets became obvious. 
The forms of the earth are broken down. 
Suddenly a gigentic wawe 
Comes and rises to the emerald sky” [NEV, 153/ 694] 

 “Ey bizi yeryüzünden yemyeşil göğe çeken, ey can, daha çabuk çek, [DI, CXLIV/1847-237] 
Daha çabuk çek. Ne de  güzel çekmedesin bizi” 

 “Soul, the One who is pulling us 
From earth to the green sky, 
How beautifully Uou are pulling us! 
Pull us faster!” [NEV, 141-1818] 

Boz “Geçen yıl çıkagelen o kırmızı kaftanlı ay parçası güzel, bu yıl boz renkli hırkaya 
bürünüp geldi” [RÜZ, 31] 

 “Celui qui parut l’an dernieren robe rouge 
Est maintenant arrivé en cape brune” [INC, 36] 

 “He who came in a red frock in years past, 
He came this year in a brown garb” [VEIL, 91] 

 “Cet ami à la tunique rouge qui vint  l’an dernier, éclatant comme la lune, 
Cet année –ci est venu revêtu d’un froc gris” [ODE, 639, 281] 

 “Kara toprak değilim ki yel essin de tozutsun beni; [DI, LXXXVII/1058-137] 
Gök kubbe değilim ki boz renkli hırka giyineyim” 

 “I am not the black  topsoil 
Just so the wind can blowme to dust 
I am not the roof of the sky 
Just so I can wear a gray mantle” [NEV, 184- 1030] 

 

 



Pembe “Sus, bu gece Zühre sâki oldu, kadeh sunuyor. [DI, XXI/269-37]  
Bizim pembe beyaz tenli sevgilimiz de kadehi aldı, çekip duruyor” 

 “Be silent! Venus becomes the Cupbearer tonight 
And offers glasses to our sweetheart, 
Whose skin is fairy and rosy,  
Who takes a glass and drinks” [NEV, 120- 261] 

 “Yüzündeki kızıllık ben olayım, saçındaki incelik ben olayım diye [DI, LXXXIVIII/1086-139] 
İkiliğin kanını döktüm de tek Yusuf’la kaynaştım, birleştim” 

 “In order to become the rose color of Your face, 
The fineness of Your hair, 
I shed the blood of duality, 
Merge and unify with only Joseph” [NEV, 185-1058] 

 
 
Tablo 5. Rumi and Gülbeşeker  
 

COLOR NON - BASIC COLOR TERMS IN RUMI 

Gülbeşeker “Sarhoşum ammaonun yüzünden sarhoşum; 
batmışım amma onun ırmağına batmışım. 
Onun şekeriyle, onun gül bahçesinde 
gülbeşekere dönmüşüm” [DI, LXXIV/905-117] 

 “I am drunk. Becauseof  Him I sink, 
But I sink in His river. 
I have become rose marmalade 
Because of His rose, because His sugar” [NEV, 170- 875] 

 “Şimdi gülbeşeker oldun ya, gönül gıdasısın, göz nurusun; [DI, IV/76-14] 
Artık gülden gönlünü çek, o nerde, bu nerde?”  

 “Once you become the conserve of roses, 
 You are food for the Soul, 
Light for the eyes. 
Pull your Heart away from the rose. 
It’s different now” [NEV, 14- 76] 

 “Maintenant que tu es devenue Gol-shekar, 
tu es l’aliment du coeur et la lumière des yeux. 
Sors de la boue et va vers le coeur:  
quoi de commun entre eux?” [ODE, 13, 35] 

 
 
 
 



4. Conclusion 
Mevlana’s encounter with his mystical mentor, Šhams was the turning point of his life completely               
shifting his understanding of Sufism and it adopted features of syncretism. This was an orientation               
towards ‘sema’ whose roots are connected to ritual of Turks practising Shamanism. The union of               
this multidimensional worship with music and dance caused Šhams, to leave Konya because of              
reactions and threats and to disappear eventually. After his disappearance, Mevlana devoted himself             
to poetry which he composed during sema ceremonies and completey to theology. This paper              
investigates the semantics of colour in his various works with a synchronic method by referring to                
Turkish, English and French translations of Basic Colour Terms together with the Old Anatolian              
Turkish poets. It also aims to explore the similarities and differences among references by              
comparing them.  
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1. Introduction 

The origin of the Polish portion of the research was a student project at the Academy of Fine Arts in 

Gdansk, last year, where Monika was teaching various subjects of Art along with colour science 

during one semester. 

 

The project combined research and creative work to artistically revive the former communist 

institutions by giving them new designs, colours, graphic and artistic flair and a modern marketing 

approach. 

 

After a challenging first semester, Monika decided to unite all of the five different subjects and eight 

courses she taught and invite all 100 students to take part in one single big project. The project was 

called “Cultural hug”, to underline the mission of Academies of Fine Art, i.e. that of producing 

Culture. 

 

Monika, being a representative of the generation whi has lived in two politica systems, realized that 

her experience was unique. During her teaching years she saw that the new generation of students, 

currently in their twenties, was disconnected from communist times and was in the mode of looking 

at it as “vintage” and at the same time could become interested in the social approach of those post-

war institutions. This led Monika to try to make a conncetion between the generation growing up 

under communism and the post-communist generation, combining the themes of “vintage” and social 

mission. 

 

Looking from Jenowein-Patyczek’s perspective, i.e. from the Eastern side of the Iron Curtain, the 

colours in Western Europe were brighter, stronger, more intense, sparkling fresh, more durable and 

had a much wider spectrum, not to mention the different shapes and materials that were used and their 

finishes. This was in stark contrast with the situation in the East where colours were duller, less 

intense, repetitive, faded and limited to a less varied spectrum. 

 

This image was a perfect fit with the economic and political situation at that tme. – Lots of Monika’s 

colleagues felt the same and still do. 

 

Next page photos: Examples of Buildings of those cultural and social institutions before and after 

year 1989: 



Building example: PRL Communism – Estate House of 
Culture 

Building example: Poland now – Estate House of Culture

Building example: PRL Communism – Skansens - Open 
air museums

Building example: Poland now - Skansens – PRL 
museums

Building example: PRL Communism - House of Craftsmen
Associations

Building example: Poland now - House of Craftsmen 
Associations

Building example: PRL Communism – Społem (Local  
Grosery)

Building example: Poland now –- Społem (Local  Grosery)



Building example: PRL Communism – Palace for Youths - 
Culture and Science

Building example: Poland now – Palace for Youths - 
Culture and Science

Building example: PRL Communism – Circle of Village 
Housewifes

Building example: Poland now – Circle of Village 
Housewifes

Building example: PRL Communism – Milk Bar (local 
bistro)

Building example: Poland now – Milk Bar (local bistro)

Building example: PRL Communism – Cepelia (Craft 
Shop)

Building example: Poland now – Cepelia (Craft Shop)



uilding example: PRL Communism – Local Fire Station 
(used as local social events centre)

Building example: Poland now –-Local Fire Station (used 
as local social events centre)

Building example: PRL Communism – Senior's Club Building example: Poland now –- Senior's Club



The Colour research group was made up of first year students from the Product Design Depart-
ment, students from the Painting department, Art in Public Spaces, Photography, Intermedia and 
Animation Illustrators - even students of the Humanistic Institute and its Cultural Animators and 
Art Education joined the research group.
The colours and designs of the post-war and so-called “PRL” time (Polish abbreviation for Polish 
People Republic that existed between 1952-1989) had a very distinctive style, in parallel with the 
communist ideas behind them. Therefore, there was no such thing as luxury design because, ideo-
logically, there were not supposed to be any luxury products. Going further with this communist 
and social ideas, there were special institutions founded within this period (1945-1989) .
The focus of the research was on those institutions – especially cultural and social ones – and to 
define their objectives, research about them, present them to all the students in the group and 
evaluate them.
At the end, students had to revive the institutions image according to their social and “vintage” 
val-ues they admired in them. The new designs were created by the new twenties generation of 
Fine Arts students in order to connect them with the “old values system” and at the same time to 
re-define those values by using a modern approach, including design, colour, branding and market-
ing.
One of the tools they used was Colour. Similarly to Monika’s memories, her students, via their 
quick research, found those same rather dull colours and designs, as expected. Based on that they 
created their own designs and patterns – but in most of the cases – they kept the same col-ours. 
Interestingly – via those colours the institutions were recognised by members of my own gen-
eration.
The Polish national cultural and social institutions researched included the following:

1. Bar mleczny - Milk Bar (local self-service bistro)
2. Społem – Co-operative grocery store (Local Grocery)
3. Dom kultury osiedlowy – Community Youth Centres
4. Pałac młodziezy – Youth centres for Science and Culture
5. Klub seniora – Seniors Clubs
6. Cech rzemiosł różnych – House of Craftsmen Associations
7. Remiza strażacka - Local Fire Station (often used as local social events centre)
8. Skanseny – Open Air Museum
9. Koło Gospodyń Wiejskich – Circle of Village Housewifes
10. Cepelia -  Arts & Crafts Shops

11.
12. Pałac  młodziezy – Youth centres for Science and Culture
13. Koło Gospodyń Wiejskich – Circle of Village Housewifes
14. Bar mleczny - Milk Bar (local self-service bistro)
15. Remiza strażacka - Local Fire Station (often used as local social events centre)
16. Klub seniora – Seniors Clubs

During the international conference “Day of the Colour” in Krakow (November 2018), Francesca 
Valan presented some of her research work on Colours and met Monika. They discussed Frances-
ca’s previous research on colours that was also covering the period 1945-1989 in Italy. This made 
them think all over again about the colours in their memories: The Western point of view of colour 
and the Eastern lack of colour in their memories. 



Patterns for those 10 institution

Estate House of Culture Społem (Local  Grosery) 

Skansens - Open air museums House of Craftsmen Associations

Palace for Youths for Culture and Science Circle of Village Housewifes

Cepelia -  Arts & Crafts Shops Milk Bar (local self-service bistro)

Local Fire Station (used as local social events centre)  Senior's Club



Patterns for those periods:



7. Colour and Education



How the Brain Remembers Colours. Colour and Memory Experiment 
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1. Introduction 

The memory of colours in humans, as opposed to the memory of other types of phenomena, is quite 

limited. As many researchers have said, despite the enormous possibilities of distinguishing colours, 

colour memory poses many problems and carries a significant risk of error. Colour memory is 

closely linked to colour nomenclature, and defining the visual impression with a word that is as 

precise as possible allows it to be stored in short and long term memory. For most people, it is not 

necessary to remember colours accurately, because small differences are of little importance to 

them, but quite differently for artists, architects and designers. 

For 15 years I have been teaching colour design to students of design at the Academy of Fine Arts 

in Krakow, for 7 years I have been also having colour classes with students of the Institute of Art at 

the State Higher Vocational School in Tarnów. Exercises in colour analysis and memory are an 

important element of understanding the attributes of colour and evaluating the relationship between 

colours. This is one of the first tasks students perform. The aim is to realize how fleeting and 

illusory the impression of colour is and how difficult it is to remember without the use of a 

spectrophotometer or a colour chart. The exercise can be performed in three ways: using colour 

samples from the atlas, using computer graphics programs (Adobe Illustrator, Adobe Photoshop) or 

using paint for making colour samples (tempera or acrylic). 

This paper presents an experiment conducted in the academic year 2018/2019, in which 67 first and 

second year students of design from the Academy of Fine Arts in Krakow and the State Higher 

Vocational School in Tarnow took part. Its aim was to remember and recreate a random set of 3 

colours. 

2. Previous studies on colour memory 

Color memory has been described as a “successive color matching” [1] matching in which time 

elapses between the presentation of a color stimulus and the attempt to match the remembered 

color. The research carried out so far on colour memory has focused on the following issues: 

1) Determination of directions of changes in remembered colours in relation to colours observed in 

terms of hue, brightness and saturation [2] 

2) Division of colours into easier and more difficult to remember ones and analysis of the 

mechanisms that influence it [3] 

3) Memory colours in the process of remembering a colour and the relationship between the shape 

in which a colour is presented and the way in which it is remembered [4] 

4) The differences between short and long term memory in the colour memory process [5] 

5) The influence of the phenomenon of colour constancy on colour memory [6] 

6) Differences between women and men in the effectiveness of colour memorisation [5] 

7) Colour memorisation learning mechanisms [7] 

 

3. Method 

Sixty-seven people (26 men and 41 women aged 19-25) took part in the survey. 35 were second 

year students of design at the Academy of Fine Arts in Cracow and 32 students of art at the State 

Higher Vocational School in Tarnów. All of them were tested for correct colour vision using 

Munsell Hue Test – ColorMunki [8].  The participants took part in an experiment within the 

framework of classes on the basics of colour knowledge. They had previously done a series of 



exercises with acrylic paints, mixing colors and creating color scales, which was aimed at a good 

understanding of this technique. They also got acquainted with the NCS system and colour notation 

in this standard, as well as with the NCS Premium Navigator [10] color palette creator.  

 

I selected 30 colour samples from the NCS system (NCS Box) with the following hues: Y, Y50R, 

R, R50B, B, B50G, G, G50Y, R80B and Y80R. Each hue had three different nuances:  

- high chromaticness (S 0580, S 1070, S 2060, S 2050) - it was necessary to use colours with 

different chromaticness because the maximum chromaticness of the different hues in the NCS is 

different from each other 

- high whiteness (S 0520) 

- medium chromaticness, whiteness and blackness (S 3030) 

One randomly drawn colour sample from each group (3 samples) was affixed to white paperboard 

of size A5. 10 colour sets were created and 8 copies were made. 

 

 
Fig. 1 – Nominal and memory colours on colour cards after session 1 

 

4. Session 1 

 

Each student received one card, which they could look at for 30 seconds in daylight (Kraków - 15, 

16 October 2018, 1 p.m.; Tarnów - 18 October 2018, 10 a.m.). After that time, the cards were 

placed in envelopes and the students could see them only after colour samples had been made. The 

task of the students was to mix the memorized 3 colors with the use of acrylic paints Talens 

Amsterdam Acrilic Color Standard Series (Fig. 2). The time for the task was 3 hours. After making 

the samples and deciding which of them are the closest to the remembered colors, the students cut 

out squares that they had to glue on their card next to the samples (Fig. 1). They then measured the 

samples using NCS Colour Scan 2.0 and compared them to the sample in the NCS Index. Each of 

the 10 color pledges was reproduced at least 6 times. The results of the study were collected in the 

summary tables. For each sample, differences of blackness, chromaticness and whiteness between 

nominal and memory colour were calculated (∆s, ∆c, ∆w). The directions of changes occurring in 

the hues of remembered colours were also indicated. 



 
Fig. 2 – students of the Academy of Fine Arts in Krakow preparing colour samples 

 
no session 1 - NCS notation  

high chromaticness (group a) 

∆s 

 

∆c  ∆w  hue changes 

1 0580-Y 0 -5.8  +5.8 -10Y (2), 0(3),+10R(1) 

2 0570-Y50R +5.0  +1.6  -6.6  0(1),+20R(2),+30R(2),+40R(1) 

3 1080-R +3.3  -3.3  0  -10R(1), 0(3), +10B(2) 

4 2050-R50B -2.67  -3.04  +5.71  0(5), -10B(1) 

5 2060-B -2.6  -3.3  +5.9  -10B(2), 0(2), +10G(1), +10G(1) 

6 2060-B50G +0.8  -4.16  +3.36  -10G(2), -20G(1),-30G(1), 0(2) 

7 2060-G +8.3 -6.7  -1.6  0(3), +10Y(1), +20Y(2) 

8 1070-G50Y +6,7  -6.7  0  +10Y(1), 0(1), -10Y(4) 

9 2060-R80B +21.6  -18.3  +3.3  +10B(2), +20B(2), 0(2) 

10 0580-Y80R +2.5  +0.8  -3.3  0(4), +10R(2) 
 

Table 1a: Blackness (s), chromaticness (c) and whiteness (w) average difference (∆) between nominal and memory colour in NCS units.  

 

 

no session 1 - NCS notation  

high whiteness (group b) 

∆s 

 

∆c  ∆w  hue 

changes 

1 0520-Y 0  +2.5  -2.5  0(4), -10Y(2) 

2 0520-Y50R +2.5  +3.3  -5.8  0(3),+10R(1), +20R(1) 

3 0520-R +1.6  +5  -6.6  0(4), +10Y(2) 

4 0520-R50B +2.5  +5 -7.5  0(5), -10B(1) 

5 0520-B +0.8  +6.7  -7.5  0(3), +10G(2), +30G(1) 

6 0520-B50G +5.8  +5  -10.8  0(3), +10G(2), +30G(1) 

7 0520-G +2.5 +6.7  -9.2  0(2), +10Y(1), +30Y(1), +40Y(2) 

8 0520-G50Y +1.6  +11.7  -13.3  0(3), +10Y(1), +20Y(2) 



9 0520-R80B +2.5  +6.7 -9.2  0(4), +10B(2) 

10 0520-Y80R +4.16  +8.3  -12.46  0(3), -10R(2), -20R(1) 
 

Table 1b: Blackness (s), chromaticness (c) and whiteness (w) average difference (∆) between nominal and memory colour in NCS units.  

 

no session 1 - NCS notation  

middle chromaticness and blackness 

(group c) 

∆s 

 

∆c  ∆w  hue 

changes 

1 3030-Y +6 +1.6  -7.6  0(2), +30Y(2), +60R(1) 

2 3030-Y50R +10  +1.6  -11.6  0(1), +10R(2), -10R(2), +30R(1) 

3 3030-R +6.7  +1.6  -8.3  0(1), -10R(2), +10R(3) 

4 3030-R50B +6.7 -2.5  -4.2  0(3), -10B(3) 

5 3030-B +8.3  0  -8.3  0(3), +10R(2), +10G(1) 

6 3030-B50G 0  +5  -5  0(2), +10G(2), +20G(2) 

7 3030-G 0 +5  -5  0(3), +10Y(1), +10B(2) 

8 3030-G50Y +2.5  +6.7 -9.2  0(2), -10Y(3), +10Y(1) 

9 3030-R80B +16.7  -6.7  -10  0(3), -10B(1), +30G(2) 

10 3030-Y80R +6.7  +5  -11.7  0(2), +10R(3), +20R(1) 
 

Table 1c: Blackness (s), chromaticness (c) and whiteness (w) average difference (∆) between nominal and memory colour in NCS units.  

 

Although it seems difficult to mix a colour that matches a memorable task, most students did it 

surprisingly well. In 8 cases the colours were perfectly reproduced (NCS Colour Scan indicated the 

same notation), in one case 2 good reproductions were made by the same person. The samples were 

analyzed in three groups of nuances: high chromaticness (group a), high whiteness (group b) and 

medium chromaticness and blackness (group c). In the group a an increase in blackness (∆s +4.3) 

with a simultaneous decrease in chromaticness (∆c -4.9) was observed. This effect may result from 

the technical properties of the paints, which in many cases make it difficult to obtain a saturation 

equal to that of the NCS Box samples. There were also shifts in the hue range, however, without a 

clear trend. In group b with high white content there was an increase in chromaticness (+6), which 

is consistent with the results obtained in other studies. Contrary to the tendency observed by other 

researchers to brighten colors with high white content, the results showed a significant decrease in 

the division (∆w -8.3). Similarly as in the case of chromaticity, it may be caused by the technical 

effect of darkening of acrylic paints after drying. In group c (S 3030) medium brightness colours 

were remembered as darker (∆s +6.3), but their chromaticity increased slightly (∆c +1.7). 

5. Session 2 

In the following week (Kraków - 22, 23 October 2018, 1 p.m.; Tarnów - 25 October 2018, 10 a.m.) 

the procedure was repeated, but each student received a different card to remember. Colours were 

observed in daylight. After 30 seconds, the cards were placed in envelopes and the students 

received NCS Atlases in which they were to find the 3 colours they had just remembered. Notations 

of the found colours were recorded in the experiment form and their hue, chromaticity, blackness 

and whiteness were compared with the nominal colours. 

no session 2 - NCS notation  

high chromaticness (group a) 

∆s 

 

∆c  ∆w  hue changes 

1 0580-Y 0 -6.7  +6.7 +10G (2), 0(3),+10R(1) 

2 0570-Y50R 0  +2.5  -2.5 0(3),+10R(2),-10R(1) 

3 1080-R +0.8  -2.5  +1.7  -10R(3), 0(3) 

4 2050-R50B -0.8  -2.5  +3.3  0(4), -10B(2) 

5 2060-B -4.1  -0.8  +4.9  +10R(1), 0(4), +10G(1)  

6 2060-B50G -5  -7.5 +12.5  -10G(2), +10G(2), 0(2) 



7 2060-G +0.8 -2.5  +1.7  0(3), +10Y(1), +10B(2) 

8 1070-G50Y -2.5  +3.3 -0.8  +20Y(2), 0(2), -10Y(2) 

9 2060-R80B +5.8  +2.5  -8.3  +10B(2), 0(4) 

10 0580-Y80R +2.5  0  -2.5  0(3), +10R(2), +20R(1) 
 

Table 2a: Blackness (s), chromaticness (c) and whiteness (w) average difference (∆) between nominal and memory colour in NCS units.  

 

no session 2 - NCS notation  

high whiteness (group b) 

∆s 

 

∆c  ∆w  hue 

changes 

1 0520-Y 0  +3.3  -3.3  0(3), -10Y(3) 

2 0520-Y50R 0  +5.8  -5.8  0(2),+10R(2), -10R(2) 

3 0520-R +1.6  +10  -11.6  0(3), +10B(1), +20B(2) 

4 0520-R50B 0  +6.7 -6.7  0(3), -10B(3) 

5 0520-B +2.5  0  -2.5  0(4), +10G(2), +20G(1) 

6 0520-B50G +1.6  +2.5 -4.1  0(2), +10G(2), +20G(1), +30G(1) 

7 0520-G 0 -2.5  +2.5  0(2), +10Y(2), +30Y(2)  

8 0520-G50Y +1.6  +6.7  -8.3  0(3), +10Y(1), +20Y(2) 

9 0520-R80B +2.5  +2.7 -5.2  0(4), +10B(2) 

10 0520-Y80R 0  +3.3  -3.3  0(2), -10R(2), -20R(2) 
 

Table 2b: Blackness (s), chromaticness (c) and whiteness (w) average difference (∆) between nominal and memory colour in NCS units.  

 

no session 2 - NCS notation  

middle chromaticness and blackness 

(group c) 

∆s 

 

∆c  ∆w  hue 

changes 

1 3030-Y +8.3 +2.5  -10.6  0(1), +10Y(3), +30Y(2) 

2 3030-Y50R +6.7  +1.6  -8.3  0(1), -10R(2), -20R(2), +30R(1) 

3 3030-R +5.8  +1.6  -7.4  0(1), +10Y(2), +10B(3) 

4 3030-R50B +6.7 +0.8  -7.5  0(3), -10B(3) 

5 3030-B +8.3  0  -8.3  0(3), +10R(2), +10G(1) 

6 3030-B50G 0  +3.3 -3.3  0(2), +10G(2), +20G(2) 

7 3030-G -2.5 +4.1  -1.6 0(3), +10Y(1), +10B(2) 

8 3030-G50Y +2.5  +5.5 -8  0(2), -10Y(2), +10Y(3) 

9 3030-R80B +8.3  +2.5  -10.8  0(3), -10B(2), +20B(1) 

10 3030-Y80R +10  +5  -15 0(3), +10R(2), +20R(1) 
 

Table 2c: Blackness (s), chromaticness (c) and whiteness (w) average difference (∆) between nominal and memory colour in NCS units.  

 

Compared to the previous session, the difference between nominal colours and memory colours is 

smaller, especially in terms of blackness and chromaticity. For groups a and b, the reduction of 

blackness (∆s +0.2, +0.9) is particularly pronounced. Also the shifts concerning the hues of the 

memorized colour are smaller (+-10). The biggest differences between nominal and memory colors 

are found in group c, where the remembered colors are much darker. Finding a memorized color in 

the NCS Atlas was not difficult for students and took approximately 10 minutes. 

6. Session 3 

The last part of the test was performed during subsequent classes (Krakow - 29, 30 October, 

Tarnów - 8 November 2018). Color cards were displayed on Dell XPS 8930 Intel Core i7 with NEC 

SpectraView® Reference 242 monitor in Adobe Photoshop CC2018. Students could observe the 

color set for 30 seconds, but most of them did not need such a long time to remember the colors. 

Then, after a 5-minute break, during which they filled in and saved the Adobe Photoshop research 

card, they were asked to find the colors they had memorized using NCS Colour Navigator, a web-



based tool for creating color palettes. Selected colors were loaded as a palette into the program and 

signed with NCS notation. Their hue, chromaticness, blackness and whiteness were compared to the 

nominal colors. 

no session 3 - NCS notation  

high chromaticness (group a) 

∆s 

 

∆c  ∆w  hue changes 

1 0580-Y 0 -5  +5 -10Y (2), 0(4) 

2 0570-Y50R 0  -4.1  +4.1  0(3),+20R(2),+30R(1) 

3 1080-R -3.3  -6.7  +10 +10Y(2), 0(4) 

4 2050-R50B -1.6  -5.5  +7.1  0(4), -10B(2) 

5 2060-B -2.6  -4.1  +6.7  +10R(3), 0(2), +10G(1),  

6 2060-B50G -3.3  -5.5  +8.8  -20G(1), -10G(2),  0(3), +10G 

7 2060-G +2.5 -6.7  -1.6  0(3), +10Y(1), +20Y(2) 

8 1070-G50Y +6.7  -4.7  +2 +10Y(1), 0(1), -10Y(4) 

9 2060-R80B -0.8  -6.5  +7.3 -10B(2), 0(2), +10B(2), 

10 0580-Y80R +2.5  -0.8  -1.7  0(3), +10R(3) 
  

Table 3a: Blackness (s), chromaticness (c) and whiteness (w) average difference (∆) between nominal and memory colour in NCS units.  

 

no session 3 - NCS notation  

high whiteness (group b) 

∆s 

 

∆c  ∆w  hue 

changes 

1 0520-Y +0.8 -4.1  +2.3  +10G(3) 0(3) 

2 0520-Y50R +2.5  -0.8  +1.7  0(3),+10R(1), +20R(1) 

3 0520-R +1.6  +2.5 -4.1 0(3), +10Y(3) 

4 0520-R50B +2.5  -3.3 -0.8  0(4), -10B(2) 

5 0520-B +3.3  +1.8  -5.1  0(3), +10G(2), +30G(1) 

6 0520-B50G +3.8  -2.5  -1.3  0(3), +10G(2), +30G(1) 

7 0520-G +2.5 +2.5  -5  0(2), +10Y(3), +20Y(2),  

8 0520-G50Y +1.6  +11.7  -13.3  0(3), +10Y(1), +20Y(2) 

9 0520-R80B +2.5  +4.1 -6.6  0(3), +10B(3) 

10 0520-Y80R +1.6  +3.3  -3.9  0(4), -10R(1), +10R(1) 
 

Table 3b: Blackness (s), chromaticness (c) and whiteness (w) average difference (∆) between nominal and memory colour in NCS units.  

 

no session 3 - NCS notation  

middle chromaticness and blackness 

(group c) 

∆s 

 

∆c  ∆w  hue 

changes 

1 3030-Y +4.4 +5  -9.4  0(2), +20R(2), +30R(2) 

2 3030-Y50R +6.7  +2.5 -9.2  0(2), +10R(2), -10R(2)  

3 3030-R +5.2  +1.6  -6.8  0(2), +10Y(2), +10B(2) 

4 3030-R50B +6.7 +0.8  -7.5  0(4), -10B(2) 

5 3030-B +5.2  +1.6 -6.8  0(2), +10R(3), +10G(1) 

6 3030-B50G -0.8 -2.5 +3.3  0(3), +10G(2), +20G(1) 

7 3030-G +4.2 +2.5 -6.7 0(3), +10Y(3) 

8 3030-G50Y +2.5  -3.3 +0.8 0(2), -10Y(3), +10Y(1) 

9 3030-R80B +7.1  +2.5  -9.6  0(2), -10B(2), +10B(2) 

10 3030-Y80R +5.2  +3.3 -8.8  0(2), +10R(2), -10R(2) 
 

Table 3c: Blackness (s), chromaticness (c) and whiteness (w) average difference (∆) between nominal and memory colour in NCS units.  

 

The results of the last session show some differences from the two previous ones. The colours with 

high chromaticity (group a) are remembered as lighter (∆w +4.8) and their delta blackness is close 

to 0. The colours with high chromaticity (group b) have increased their chromaticity (∆c +2.2) 



while decreasing their whiteness (∆w -3.7). In comparison to sessions 1 and 2, the colours from the 

group c least deviate from the nominal colours (∆s+3.4, ∆c+1.4, ∆w-4.8). 

7. Conclusions and discussion 

The experiment I carried out was primarily an element of the educational process and was aimed at 

making future designers aware of the importance of precise colour recording and communication. 

Therefore, in many points it did not fully meet the requirements of scientific experiments, the 

results were quite promising An important goal was to check whether students of design, as persons 

gifted with more than average artistic talent, could learn to remember colours through systematic 

exercises. I also wanted to see if the changes in colour memory observed by other researchers 

would be confirmed by my experience. At the same time, because in most of the works I've 

encountered the Munsell Book of Color was used, I decided to check how the characteristic features 

of colours adopted in the Natural Colour System (whiteness, blackness, chromaticity) will fade in 

the remembered colours. A key part of the experiment was the mixing of samples with acrylic paint, 

because mixing colors requires not only the restoration of memory color, but also the analysis of its 

components. Unfortunately, in this part of the study there were also problems resulting from the 

technical properties of paints. Students reported, among others, difficulties with mixing pure colors 

with high chromaticness in some hues (e.g. R50B) and darkening acrylic paints after drying.  

Nevertheless, the results were in many cases surprisingly precise, which does not entirely agree 

with the views presented by John Flombaum and others [3] that the remembered colours are 

reduced to basic categories, the so-called focal colours, corresponding to the most typical colour for 

a given hue. My results show that participants' memory matches of colours do not seem to be biased 

towards category prototypes. The thesis formulated by other researchers [5] about the increase of 

saturation in memory colours in relation to nominal colours was most confirmed in the case of 

colours with high whiteness (S 1520), which were remembered as more saturated. On the other 

hand, the increase in brightness of the remembered colours noted by Newhall, Burnham and Clark 

[9] was confirmed in the case of the NCS and NCS Navigator Atlas trial. The colours used in the 

experiment, apart from the group a, did not belong to the category of focal colours, yet they were 

quite well remembered and the results in the following sessions were better and better. It seems that 

the perceptual arrangement of colours in the NCS system helps in remembering colours. Of course, 

this thesis requires further research. 
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1. Introduction
In the academy, the inclusion of new technologies represents a constant challenge, at the same time 
it means the establishment of a bridge between the new generations of students and the traditional 
way of teaching and learning. Technology has not only expanded and democratized access to 
knowledge, it has also made a great contribution to improving the educational experience inside and 
outside the classroom. In the teaching and learning of color and light, the theory by itself is usually 
not enough to correctly account for the knowledge associated with these phenomena, and the 
simulation and recreation of different experiments with the help of instruments is of great importance 
for the understanding of the complexity that they entail. This paper proposes the creation of a multi-
sensory classroom, as an innovative training instance is proposed with a method from observation to 
experimentation and individual analysis to an understanding of the theoretical principles of color and 
light by personal experience, something more like ‘learning by seeing then doing’. It should 
contemplate first, the individual observation of the phenomena in the surroundings and the 
environment by the students (and teachers) through the realization of a series of qualitative 
experiments; then, the record of the experience and the personal analysis and finally, remarks on the 
observed and on the practical work. This proposal raises the question of the relationship between light 
source and visual perception of space as the central node of the experience.   

2. Experimental Learning of Color
Already in the 19th century, Goethe proposed a proto-phenomenological model for learning color 
based on the naturalist observation and the experimentation with the chromatic phenomenon. He 
created a series of experiments for the observation of color in everyday situations, available to 
everybody, whether or not they had artistic training. Goethe stated that the act of qualitative 
observation creates in the observer the ability to intuitively understand the physical laws that underlie 
the phenomena under observation. The senses do not act by passively registering, but observe while 
conforming knowledge. They attend to the reality of color, not to confirm the validity of abstract 
laws, but to deal with that reality in itself, in its occurrence. Goethe aspires to visual knowledge 
proposing a reflective ‘act of looking’ color and light by recreating experiments with everyday 
objects, a visuality full of content. This attitude of the Farbenlehre inspired later some Bauhaus artists 
like Johannes Itten, Wassily Kandinsky and Paul Klee. All of them, used Goethe’s work as a reference 
material when teaching in the Vorkurs (foundation courses), highlighting its extraordinary 
pedagogical values for design and artistic education [4]. Since the time of the Bauhaus, 
experimentation has been of considerable importance in the teaching of design. In the case of the 
teaching of Color and Lighting Design, the experiential aspect is aimed at the practical 
experimentation of three fundamental aspects concerning the relationship between light and the 
individual: the physical aspects of light, the visual-optical aspects and the cognitive aspects that affect 
our perception of environmental image colors. If we want to design an adequate environment for 
human beings, we cannot separate the physical-phenomenological radiometric reality of light 
radiation from the physiology and psychology of visual perception. This assumption is based on the 
experiential but also scientific observation that visual perception does not record the surrounding 
environment as a measuring instrument could do, but rather interprets it. In fact, Josef Albers [2] 
states that: "... it is the experience that teaches us that in visual perception there is a difference 
between the physical fact and the psychic effect". But it is Edwind Land that provides a motivation 
for some phenomena such as perceptive constancy: “The human visual system has evolved to allow 



us to see the world in conditions of stable luminosity and chromaticity, compensating for the 
variations in chromaticity of the lighting within certain limits. [...] It therefore has a capacity to 
establish a closer relationship with the outside world than a camera can"  [5]. 
 
 
3. Multi-sensorial Environment for Teaching Color and Light 
For a better use of an experimental dynamic about color and light, this proposal considers the creation 
of a multi-sensory classroom inside of the Laboratorio Percettologia (Perception Laboratory) of 
Politecnico di Milano University, Italia. During the past years, this Lab has created a series of modular 
exercise boxes to recreate illusions and optical, luminous and chromatic experiments. This 
experimentation has been done on an individual scale, where each student has access to the exercises 
separately. Based on this experience, the direct contact of the students with the different color and 
light phenomena has led to more significant and interactive learning. Some of the light and color 
phenomena could be explained multiple times from the theory, but it is only when they are 
experienced in practice that they are correctly apprehended [9]. 

 

Image 1: Modular experimental boxes created by Laboratorio LUCE 
 

The creation of this classroom means to take the teaching experience beyond and try to shape the 
general school environment, with the belief that the combination of different media and techniques 
in teaching and learning is more advantageous and useful to get the best possible outcome in a 
classroom situation [1]. The multi-sensory instruction is defined as the application of a variety of 
teaching media, methods, and technique in instructional exercise. At the same time, the conception 
of the didactic project as a room rather that as a series of separate experiments, proposes to approach 
an immersive training experience. By engaging students in learning activities, immersion may make 
important concepts and relationships more salient and memorable, helping learners to build more 
accurate mental models: the learner's attention is focused on the virtual environment without the 
distractions presented in many other types of educational environments [3]. Additionally, this 
immersive experience allow students not only to understand how a model can interpret a phenomenon 
but also to experience being part of it, perceiving the exposed phenomenon without distractions, at 
the same time they can participate as a group in a shared virtual context within where the meaning of 
the experience is socially constructed. Also, coherent representation of objects in their real scale 
enable students to have more meaningful perceptual experiences. 

 



 
             Image 2: immersive experience with color phenomena,                  Image 3: example of immersive room experience 
                              work of Carlos Cruz-Diez                                                                              

 

Regarding the lighting project, two types of lighting fixtures are envisaged: direct suspension lighting 
and indirect ceiling lighting, both with IoT control of the luminous flux and the CCT (correlated color 
temperature). These will allow to define, as a first goal, at least 3 possible lighting scenarios. In 
scenario 1, we will only use direct lighting to comply with the standards: with 300lx on the workplane 
and a CCT = 3.000K. In scenario 2, lighting will be  used to focus on the teacher and encourage 
concentration. A stimulating illumination is carried out on the workplane with 500lx and a CCT = 
5.000K. In scenario 3 the light is used to make the environment more comfortable for students, by 
promoting mental recovery, through indirect lighting with CCT = 3.000K and illumination values on 
the workplane less than 300lx. In addition to these lighting scenarios, others can be programmed by 
controlling the CCT, controlling the direct and indirect lighting quantities and using adjustable 
projectors. This will allow the lighting to be changed both in space and in time with respect to the 
color design planned for the classroom. 

 

4. Experimentation and Exercitation 

The multi-sensorial classroom should consider at the beginning the experimentation with 3 general 
concepts regarding on color and light: 

• Relativity of color: the topic of the variability of color appearance has been studied at length 
as regards the exercise emanating from the theories of Josef Albers [2] and post-Bauhaus and 
Gestalt exercises, but they have generally been studied on a minor scale with pigments and 
not as an immersive experiences with light. Color appearances are highly variable with 
illumination, contrast, adaptation, and the perceiver’s individual physiological constitution, 
much more so than philosophers have traditionally allowed. Some experiments about 
simultaneous contrast and color context effects will be performed in order to understand if 
there is possible to get new relevant information regarding the issues of scale, light and color 
adaptation of the retina in an immersive experience, opponency and metamerism, among 
others. 
 

• Color constancy: as the multi-sensory room provides a 3D environment in a bigger scale that 
the previous modular exercises, some of the color phenomena such as color adaptation and 
chromatic contrast should be affected, and with this, the perception of ‘color constancy’ could 
provide a novel experience. An immersive exercise could arise some reflections about if color 
is ‘response-dependent’, or ‘subjective’, in the sense that it is the product of an interaction 
between a perceiver and the distal environment, and cannot absolutely be attributed to things 



in that environment [7]. This reflection could define color as a property that things have only 
relative to certain conditions of viewing, not a property they have in isolation. 
 

• Color matching and identification: in the multi-sensory room, the topic of color matching and 
identification can be very interesting. Some exercises about the barely perceptible difference 
(BPD) could take a step ahead with the use of instruments to provide an experience of 
detection or discrimination of colored lights. A very relevant reflection could arise from the 
experience of the visual borders between colors (for example, when in a progression of 
nuances on a chromatic scale, a certain color -or color area- that is being called ‘warm green’ 
starts being called ‘greenish yellow’, and the main name of the color or the hue changes). In 
an immersive or 3D experience of the different colors, the BPD experiment is more complex 
than a linear side-by-side comparison. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Image 4: the immersive experience will be also an opportunity to re-think the classic exercises  
on color interaction and propose others 

 
 
5. Conclusion 
 
The proposal for the creation of a multi-sensory room for the teaching of color and light supposes 
taking the didactic experience in these matters further. From the old conception that color and light 
could be studied as separate phenomena, to a more current perspective, taking the focus towards 
visual perception as a complex environment, where the different elements that compose and excite it 
cannot be conceived as separate phenomena. From the academy it is necessary a constant renewal of 
didactic practices and the incorporation of new technologies, to satisfy the way in which learning is 
conceived today. This research is a work in progress that is being refined by adding progressively 
new elements 
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